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CENTRAL RAILROAD 
Is the Great Thoroughfare of Maine, 
Reaching all the principal cities and towns in the State, 
and is the connecting link between the United 
States and the Maritime Provinces. 
Its lines cross and in many places run along the banks of ' and lead to 
the headwaters of the 
Androscoggin, Ken1'tebec, and Penobscot Rivers, 
AND THEIR GREA T RESER VOIRS, 
Moosehead and the Rangeley Lakes, 
as well as to many other noted Hunting and Fishing Resorts in Maine, 
and, in connection with the New Brunswick Railway, to St. John and to 
all of the Lakes and Rivets reached by that road, - and it may be said 
to lead to more Resorts of this kind than any other line in the country. 
BY THIS LINE 
also all of the resorts on the Coast of Maine and the Provinces are 
reached, M.~ DESERT 
standing at the head. 
In addition to other trains to and from Bar Harbor and the Provinces, 
it is over this line for 250 miles the FLYING YANKEE runs, reducing 
the time between St. John and Boston to IS hours, and the 
BOSTON AND M! DESERT LIMITED, 
which has received the sobriquet of the "Cyclone," making a rUIl of 300 
miles in 500 minutes, 137 of which, between Bangor and Portland, is 
without a stop, or one of the longest runs in the world, and it may be 
said these two trains have done more to bring Maine and the Provinces 
before the public than anything heretofore accomplished. 
Finest Pullman Cars on Prindpal Trains, both Buffet and 
Vestibule. 
Tickets are procurable at all the principal ticket-offices throughout the 
country. Boston & Maine or Maine Central Folders give full particulars 
as to train-service, and for further information write the General Passen-
ger A gent, at Portland. PAYSON TUCKER, Gmeral Manager. 
F. E. BOOTHB V, General Passenger Agent. 
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BAR HARBOR 
AND , 
MOUNT DESERT ISLAND. 
• 
"An Islandfull of hills anc/ del/s, 
All j'ump.led and uneven," 
COMPILED BY 
DR. W. B. LAPHAM. 
THIRD EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED. 
AUGUSTA: 
MAINE FARMER JOB PRINT. 
1888. 
COPYRIGHTED IN 1886, 
By W. B. LAPHAM. 
BY THE SEA-SIDE . 
the remotest ages of the ,," orld , t he sea-sill e has iJeen a 
fayorite resort of mankind, either periodically 01' as a penna-
nent abiding place. There is someth ing in its ceaseless motion and 
music, its mysterious depths and its bOllndless extent , that bas ever 
attracted the wonder and admiration of savage and cil-ili zed, ill all 
times and in all lands, and no less now than thousands of years ago . 
To the savage mind , more espec ially, whose knowledge of til e great 
world is limited to the portion occupied by his race , und 
"Whose soul proud Science neve r taught to st rn y 
Far as t.he sola r wa lks 0 1' IIlilky way." 
the sea is a constant marvel, and he never tires of gaz ing upon its 
limitless expanse, or of contemplating its unexplored and fathom-
less depths. H e r ecognizes in it the matchless power of the Great 
and all-pervading Spirit, and believes no less than did one of old 
that "the Sea is His and He made it," but the page of natlU"e is to 
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him a sealed book, and t he mysteries of the 'g reat deep as impene-
trable as those of the fixed stars upon which he is accustomed to 
gaze and wonder . 
I n a more sordid sense, the savage and the civilized have ever 
been attracted to the sea on account of its abundant and easily at-
tainable food supply, as well as for the invigorating and health re-
storing power of its winds and waters . The immense s~ell-heaps 
at the mouth of Damariscotta river and elsewhere, bear abundant 
testimony to the attractions of the sea-shore for the a,borigenes .of 
Maine, and similar evidences are found on the coasts of other States . 
In fact, the process of forming shell-heaps is still going on upon the 
northwest coast, where the Indians annually spend a portion of the 
summer by the sea-side and subsist upon the food which the sea 
supplies, including large quantities of oysters. We are not to sup-
pose that even in these cases, the food supply is the only induce-
ment that brings these simple people from their haunts in the forest 
to the coast, for doubtless the salutary effects of sea air and sea 
bathing, have much to do with their coming. It also affords that 
variety in methods and means of livwg which is highly agreeable, 
and also essential alike to savage and civilized. 
"A home by the souncling sea," for a few weeks in each year, 
covering the period when the "dogstar raged," when the system was 
enervated by heat and redu(>ed by overwork, and when contagious 
diseases left their hiding places and stalked through the streets, was 
considered the proper thing to have by people in remote antiquity. 
It was practiced by P ersians and Jews , by Greeks and Romans, 
by Franks and Gauls, .by Scythians and Scanclinavians, and by the 
almond-eyed inhabitants of China, J apan and T artary . It was con-
sidered as conducive to health, happiness, prosperity, contentment 
and length of days; and that it is still so regarded is shown by our 
numerous sea-side resorts , not only in all European countries, bnt 
at Newport, at Long Branch, at Nahant, at Bar Harbor, and 
hundreds of other places of lesser note in the United States. And 
the number who spend the heat ed term by the sea-side is annually 
increasing. Almost all the countless nooks and corners on the New 
England coast, and all the adjacent islands, are utilized, or are 
soon to be, as summer resorts. Not only do the wealthy go down 
to the sea-side, but the industrial classes go, and almost anyone 
who has any income, can find a place where the expenses will come 
within his means. 
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BAR HARBOR. 
a sea-side resort, the )2;ro",1;h and development of Bar Har-
bor have been truly ·phenomenal. In a little more than 
~venty years, from a barren and almost worthless waste, it has be-
come the most popular summer resort on the North Atlantic Coast. 
Twenty-one years ago , its name was unkuown save in the regions 
round about; its capabilities were unrecognized, and its future had 
not even been a matter of speculation. The soil was thin and rug-
ged, ledges cropped out here and there, and for ptu'poses of agri-
culture, a more unpromising locality would have been difficult to 
fincl. There was a boat landing here, and the few inhabitants along 
the bay divided their time between farming and fishing without 
achieviJilg any marked success in either. Hull's Cove, situated a lit-
tle farther up the bay, was a place of more importance , but this was 
only a small hamlet with a store and post offi ce, a sort of business 
centre for the small farmers and fishermen r esiding in the vicinity. 
The. place had been visited by landscape painters, prior to 1867, 
Artists had been in the habit of malting yearly vis its to Southwest 
H arbor , and to other 'localities west of Somes' Sound, and finally 
ChlllCh, who sketched at lVIOllllt Desert a number of s runmers and 
who gave the name to Eagle Lake, H any Brown, and other well 
known landscape painters found theil' way across to the easterly 
s ide, attracted no doubt by the fin e v iews , more espe0ially of the 
mountains which are the g reat clisting tlishing fea~ru 'es, and which 
they desi.red to transfer to canvas . It was la rgely through these 
views, the result of their labors , that the unique scenery along this 
wild aud rock-bound coast, became somewhat familial' to the dwell-
ers in the great cities, and turned the t ide of s ummer trayel in t his 
direction. 
Tobias Roberts, now deceased, had a boat lauding and kept a 
small store near the present steamboat wbarf, prior to 186 7, and 
appears to baye been the pioneer in the marvelous changes which 
have taken place since that time ; changes wb ich have transformed 
a barren and desolate waste into the most popular resort on the 
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coast, rivaling and even surpassing such old established places as 
Newport, Nahant and Long Brancli. In 1866, Capt. Charles Deer-
ing, another pioneer in the movement for developing Bar H arbor as 
a summer resort, began running the steamer, "City of Richmond," 
from Portland to Machiasport, landing at Rockland, Castine, Deer 
Isle and Southwest Harbor. And when there was a popular de-
mand for more direct communication with Bar Harbor thau was af-
forded by the overland route frojU Southwest Harbor by the way 
of Somes' Sound, this demand was responded to in the erection of a 
convenient wharf, aud in 1868, Capt. D eering commenced touching 
at Bar Harbor on each of his semi-weekly trips. The wharf was 
built by Tobias Roberts, assisted by Capt. Deering. The same 
wharf was subsequently pmchased by the Eastern R ailroad Company, 
and greatly enlarged j it is the principal wharf at Bar H arbor at the 
present time. Roberts erected a small hotel, the Agamont House, 
and the first in the place, in 186 7. Bar Harbor "takes its name from 
the fact that at low water a bar is exposed between this island aud 
Bar Island, sometimes called Rodick's Island. 
With improved facilities for reaching here the influx of visitors 
rapiclly increased, and hotel accommodations were correspondingly 
enlarged. The nucleus of the present Rodick House was built in 
1867, by Daniel Rodick, formerly of Rodick's Island, where his 
ancestor settled prior to 1776. In 1870, 1875, and in 1882, this 
house was enlarged, until its pres en, capacity is six hundred or more 
guests . The Bay View House was built in 1869, and after being en-
larged several times, was changed to the Grand Central. The 
Louisbmg House was built in 1870, bmned and rebuilt larger, 1873 j 
the Newport was built in 1871, the St. Sauveur was rebuilt after 
having been burned in 1872, the Rockaway in 1873) the Marl-
borough, formerly the Deering, ltbout the same time, the Ocean 
House in 1874, the Belmont in 1879 , and the West End a little 
later. Then there are the D es I sle, the Malvern, and the Lynam 
Cottages and several other smaller houses, a directory of which may 
be seen on another page. 
The first Bar Harbor cottage erected as a summer- residence, was 
built on Birch Point, by the late Alpheus Hardy of Boston, in 186 7, 
and this is still standing. Since that time a large number of elegant 
cottages, villas and lodges have been built, broad streets and 
avenues have been laid out and constructed, elegant residences have 
been built upon the cliffs and bluffs, ancl the landscape, which 
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twenty years ago was a barren waste and almost worthless, has been 
trans form ed in.to a large and beautiful village. Land has advanced 
in price a thousand fold, and choice building lots will command 
almost any Sllm asked.' 
Bar Harbor as a smllmer resort, owes its popularity to its pUl"e, 
bracing air, its romantic aud extended driveways, its enchanting 
ocean views and its g rand mOllntain scenery. The cool currents 
from the Arctic seas reach these shores, modifying the temperatUl"e 
so that the heat rarely, if ever, becomes oppressive. Eagle Lake, 
embosomed among t~e mountains, and fed by crystal springs and 
babbling streams, supplies the village with the purest of water; .this. 
lake is 275 feet above the sea level , and a jet of water from any of 
the numerous hydrants can be thrown to a perpendicular height of 
more than seventy-five feet. This affords ample protection against. 
fire, a matter of no small consideration where the large hotels and 
most of the other buildings are constl'l1cted of wood. A thorough 
system of drainage has been planned, and last season the town of 
Eden expended one hundred and ten thousand dollars, a sum equal 
to its entire valuation twenty years ago, to carry it into effect. This. 
is highly important from a sanitary standpoint and reflects great. 
cre(lit upou the town . . 
}\fain street is largely devoted to stores and shops, and groceries,. 
(lry and fancy goods, boots and shoes and clothing can be PUl"-
chased here at as low a price as they can in Bangor or Portland. 
Electric light has been introduced and all other modern improve-
ments have been made. A fh'st class weekly paper, the Mount. 
Desert H emld, published by Joseph Wood, has already been re-
ferred to. Another paper, The Tml1'ist, is published here c1lll'ing 
the season of travel. The R ecord, a weekl y and well conducted 
family paper , is also p ublished here. 
HOW TO REACH BAR HARBOR. 
No longer as in days gone by, is the visitor obliged to cross the 
Island from Southwest Harbor by the. circuitous route through 
Somesville nor, as later , to depend' upon a single line of steamers,. 
making the trip two or three t imes a week to reach Bar H arbor, for 
since 1 88-~, there is an all-rail route to within eight miles of Bal' 
Harbor wharf, and safe ferry boats always in waiting to convey pas-
sengers across the interven ing space, known as Frenchman's Bay. 
The }\follnt Dese rt Branch of the }\faine Central Railroad is forty-
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two miles in length . Crossing the P enobscot river at Bangor , it 
passes through the towns of Brewer, Holden , Dedham, Ellsworth 
. ' I 
and H ancock, to the terminus at H ancock Point. The most re-
markable featLlre aloLlg this route is an immense train of boulders 
which the road crosses diagonally, entering it in the town of Holden, 
and leaving it near Reed' s Upper Pond in Dedham. From the car 
windows these piles of bould rs can be seen, varying in weight from 
a few pOllnds to hLlndreds of tons, and crowded together so as to ob-
struct all Yegetation, aLld resembliug a hLlge dilapitated stone wall. 
At some po in ts immense blocks of g ranite are so evenly poised as 
almost to th reatell the safety of the railroad track. None of these 
rocks are in place , but their ap pearance here is unqLlestionably the 
r esult of glaciftl [Lctiou, Th ey constitnte an ancient moraine whose 
general direction is from Nor theast to Southwest . It begins from 
the point where the railway crosses it, toward Moosehead Lake, and 
t ermlnates in a g ravelly depos it in the town of Orland. Ellsworth 
F a lls is a thri ving village, where power is obtained from U nion 
river and a la rge hunber business is carried on; and Ellsworth, the 
next station, is a beautiful little city, sitLlated at the head of nav-
igation on t he same ri ver. H ancock Village, with its neat , white 
cottages, is soon passed; and the next and. last station is Mount 
D esert F erry, situated on the easterly side of Frenchman's Bay. 
Three years ago, Bangor parties erected an elegant hotel at this 
point, ·which has already become a popular resort. It is built upon 
a bluff near t he railway station, and rightly named "the Bluffs," 
has delightful surroundings and a fine v iew of the bay. H ere the 
passengers leave the cars, embark on board the commodious ferry 
boat, which with steam up is waiting, and after half an hour's sail, 
inhaling t he cooling aLld refreshing breeze from the open sea, the 
bay is crossed and Bar Harbor is reached. 
SEASON OF 1887. 
The season of 188 7 at Bar H arbor was a very successful one. 
Its nLlmerous large hotels were crowded throughout the whole sum-
mer. Its cottages , or villas , which encircle the town, represent the 
best society of N ew York, Baltimore, Newport and Philadelphia . 
From June to the middle of September , its streets and clri,es are 
thronged by t he gayly dressed, migratory butterflies of the world of 
fashion, airing their silken wings in the cool sunshine of the Maine 
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·coast, after comparative inactivity d uring the winter of the large 
cities. The popularity of the place, as previously stated, is due 
primm'LIy to its climate which is cool , bracing and never unpleasant-
'ly warm. The picturesqueness of the coast, the next great attrac-
tion , has long been a subject of song and story. The landscapes 
and seascapes are numberless and quaintly varied. The Porcupines, 
a g roup of islands on the northeast side, have been washed by the 
sea into many novel nooks along the ir rocky shore lines. On one 
side of Mount D esert the ocean stretches, g rand in all lights; on 
the other side are islands, rocky channels and a pictnresque combin-
ation of sea and shore. From Bar Harbor the driveways lead 
through dense woods, heavLIy grown with fil'S, pines, and the varied 
arborescence of this latitude, The drives, through their loneliness 
.and pictl1l'esqueness, are greatly in favor among horseback parties, 
and riding and driving constitute two of the chief recreations of the 
.summer inhabitants. The pictl1l'esque bits of rock and shore are so 
numerous , that the few can scarcely be mentioned without injustice 
to the many which are omitted. The enterprising visitor to Bar 
H arbor and Mount D esert I sland, can discover for himself a 
whole catalogue of nooks, each well worthy of the artist's pencil, 
and all unknown to fame. If one should industriously endeavor to 
visit every place of artistic merit in and about Mount Desert, he 
would find at the end of the season t hat while he had enjoyed a long 
list of charming excl1l'sions, the list was not half completed. It is a 
very pleasant life . The bay thronghout the season is crowded with 
'yachts , There are sail-yachts and steam-yachts in quantity, repre-
:senting that large and luxlll'ious family of summer mariners who 
spend the hot season in coasting along the New England shore, and 
stopping at each inviting haven as long as they find it attractive. 
The bay is also freqnently favored by war ships, both of this 
country and others, and the presence of a man-of-war in the bay 
lends an invariable impetus to social entertainments, large and 
:small. Entertaining is general. The cottagers vie with each other 
.all summer, in afternoon and evening parties of all the varieties 
known, and these, with the fo:rmal calling, make the social burden 
a lmos.t as heav'y as in town. 
VIEW NEAR BAR HARBOR. 
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PLACES HISTORIC AND P ICTURESQUE. 
A:N Y of the summer res idents at Bar Harbor content them-
selves with remaining in the vicinity of the village, and spend 
the whole season, and season after season, without visitiug other 
points of interest, while others do not like to settle down to the quiet 
of cottage life until all the mysteries o f the I sland have been ex-
plored. To such as en.ioy visiting the outlying nooks and corners, 
there is every facility for doing so. The roads are magnificent, the 
gravelly soil of the Island being the best of material for making them . 
Large sums of money have been expended in road-making , and 
roads ar i! everywhere excellent . Then there are teams in waiting, 
buckboards, 'cut-unders and carryalls, with one or two horses, as may 
be desired, and the cnpidity of the owner is held in check by munic-
ipal authority, the price per cliem to each point to be visited being 
established, and a printed list furni 'hed to those desiring it. 
ABOUT TOWN. 
If the visitor's time is limited to a few holUs, he can find mllch to 
interest him in the immediate vicinity of Bar Harbor. A ride or 
walk through the village is most delightful, and the driveways are 
so constmcted that he can v is it the more interesting spots without 
retracing hi s steps . Mount D esert street leads by some of the prin-
cipal hotels , the chlUches and cemetery to Eden street, [md this 
leacls to Highbrook road past Abby's Retreat, the Howard and 
Blaine Cottages , and so on toward Hull 's Cove. Mount Desert 
street also leads to the Eagle Lake road and the Park, and to Mount 
Kebo street which is a very interesting part of the town. Bridge 
street leads to the bar upon which , at low water, one can cross to 
Bar or Rodick's Island. The walk along the shore path from near 
the Maine Central wharf to Cromwell's Cove, must not be omitted. 
The distance is about a mile, and Pulpit Rock, Poised Rock and t~e 
ocean caves, are among the most attractive objects along the water . 
Some of the earliest built and finest cottages are here seen. The 
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Hardy Cott'age, the first one built, will be noticed in crossing Birch 
Point. "Villa ~iare," "Devilstone," "Edgemere," "Reef Point," 
"Fern Rest" and "Redwood," are among the other cottages whose 
beautiful grounds border upon the shore path. At Cromwell' s Cove 
the path t erminates, but across the Cove, Ogden's Point and the 
Ogden Cottage can be seen, and t Iso Alder Sea, where the Cole Cot-
tages are situated. 
GREEN MOUNTAIN. 
One of the chief points of interest on Mount Desert is Green 
Mountain, the highest point on the I sland. Some ambitious persons 
make the ascent on foot, and that can best be done by way of the 
mins of the old mill near the foot of Mount K ebo, and then by way 
of the ravine that separates Green from Dry Mountain. But by far 
the largest number prefer to go by the regular conveyance furnished 
by the Green Mountain Railway, which is by carriage to Eagle La,ke, 
thence by steamer up the lake to the base, then by railway to the 
summit. This gives variety to the trip, and renders it a most en-
joyable one. A clear, bright morning should be selected for this 
excursion, when objects can be seen at a great distance. The rail-
way itself is a marvel of engineering skill, the entire length of the 
road being six thousand three hundred feet, and the grade averag-
ing one foot to every fom feet passed over. There is a good hotel 
at the summit which will accommodate about thirty guests. 
The view from Green Mountain, on a clear moruing, is one never 
to be forgotten. The coast line with its many sinuosities, the 
numerous smaller islands scattered here and there, Mount Desert 
s pread out like a map, and the inland landscape with its diversity of 
views, all go to make up a succession of the graudest pictures 
imaginable. One familiar with the history and legends of this 
wonderful Islaud, as he stands upon this rocky eminence and glances 
over its sea-cradled islands, its sun-burnished creeks, its mountain 
lakes and its Alp-like ravines, may easily imagine that a savage is 
about to emerge from some glen, or to see lying at anchor the rude 
shallop of two hundred years ago; or still stranger to behold, some 
wanderer from across the sea in the habiliment of his time, with 
steeple hat, peaked beard, slashed doublet and sword by his side, 
Climbing the sea-wall to seek his rude cabin on the shore. 
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SCHOONER HEAD . 
There is a legend that in the war of 1812, a British frigate ran 
toward the shore at this point and opened fire upon what was sup-
posed to be a schooner , but which was simply a white formation on 
a dark ground. Schooner H ead is four miles from Bar H arbor, the 
road being the one nearest the easterly s ide of the Island. It is a 
spur of N ewport Mountain , and appear s as a bare, almost perpen-
dicular headland, about a hundred feet high, on the eastern face of 
which is still to be seen the large white fig ure which, out a t sea, 
looks like a schooner with her tht'ee lowu sails set. In the top of 
the cliff, at the left, is a d eep cleft, with a passage at its bottom 
worn through the rock to low wat er mark, through which, during a 
severe southerly storm, the surf passes upward with a rush and roar, 
and is driven with great force above the tops of the trees. This is 
known as "Spouting Horn." A cross a little cove, toward the south, 
is Anemone Cave, a wonderful g rotto where each succeeding tide 
deposits str ange creatures from the sea, including the polyp known 
as the sea anemone, which remain stra nded among rockweed and 
mosses when the water recedes. 
GREAT HEAD . 
A little farther west ward is Great H ead, which shelters the ouly 
beach on the I sland, and a very small one at that. Great H ead is a 
pr.omiuent object when passing from Bar H arbor to Southwest H ar-
bor by water. " No descript ion can do jus tice to its savage 
grandeur . . It is not to its height alone that it owes its impressive-
ness , but to the peculiar m assiveness of the rocks , the overhanging 
of the whole cliff, and the never-ceas ing beat and roar of the waves 
below." 
OTTER CLIFFS . 
The drive from Bar H arbor to the Otter Cliffs is fi ve miles , and 
the road, nearly parallel with that to Schooner H ead, is through the 
deep , narrow gorge between N ewport and Dry Mountains . . There 
is a little hamlet and a red granite quarry on the left side of Otter 
Creek, and passing these , Mr. Robert Young has closed up the way 
by a gate, and demands t en cents for the right to cross his premises 
to the Cliffs . Otter Creek Point is the southeastern extremity of the 
Island, and when seen from the eastward, appears as a thickly 
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wooded neck of land arising to a height of about two hundred feet,. 
with a precipitous face over olle hunch'ed feet high on its easte l'll 
side, which a re the "Cliffs." T o the Horth of this poin t aJlout a 
mile, is a wooded eminence fjye hlludred feet high , cil llerl Otte r' 
P eak. This is a delightful dril'e, and can be accomplished in a 
short half day . A road is laid out and will soon he malle, which 
will connect Schooner H ead with the Otter Cliffs, passing neal' the 
beach at Great Head, and ellahling: vis itors to go by one rOll te and 
retuJ'll IJY tile otller , th ll s ;;::ll' ing 
seyerfl.1 Illiles kaye!. It I\'ill a1. 0 
make :l,nl.i1able the lit tle l,enC' h re-
fen'ell to, whi c:h ea nnot no\\' he ('on-
yeniently J'eat-heel ex cept J,y ,Yater . 
HULL'S COVE. 
This is a large indentation on the 
eastel'l1 faee of the Island, about 
three-eighths of a mi.le wi.de, and 
situated some fOllr mil es north of 
Bar H arbor. There is au old settle-
ment here, and a small, unfinished 
TO OTTEB CLIFFS. 
vessel was upon the stocks at the time of 01U' visit. An anehor-
age for small yessels is afforded here, bnt the place is not of 
much account. The early settlers were mostly engaged' in fishing, 
but little of this business is carried on here now . A large mansion 
hOllse here, erected many years ago by the H amor family, is con-
structed of brick bUl'l1ed in the vicinity . It was at Hull' s Cove that 
the French grantees of the Island lived, and here Madame Theresa 
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Gregoire, g randdaugb ter of Cadill ac the grantee, died in 1810. 
H er husban:i had previously deceased , and after her deatb the 
family returued to Frauce. Hull's Cove took its name from Sam-
uel Hull, an early settler and trader here, who came f rom Connecti-
cut, and who WftS ft brother of General Hull of the Reyolution , [I,nd 
also of the war of Ltl l:2. 
THE OVENS. 
From Hull's Co,oe to . 'and P oint, which is the northeasteru ex-
tremity of 1VIount' D esert I sland , the s hore curves gradually around 
to the northward and thence to the northwestward , forming a large 
headland or cape, about a mile and three-quarters in diameter , the 
height varying from eighty to two hundred and twenty feet. Near 
Sand Point, and just to the . south of it, are bold, perpendicular, 
rocky cliffs , with numerous caves in the easteru face called the 
"Ovens. " W"hen the tide is out, a pebbly beach is found at the foot 
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of the cliffs nearly a hundred feet wide, along which is the en-
trance to these shallow caves, which by the action of the water ap-
pear in every variety of form. At one point, a column is left stand-
ing which seems to aid in supporting the huge, overhanging cliff. 
The pebbles on the beach are formed by the action of the waves, 
from the fragments of rock torn from the face of the cliff, and are 
found in curious forms and shapes . The Ovens are visited by 
large numbers, but the tide-table should be carefully consulted be-
fore visiting them, as in high water the Ovens are full and inac-
cessible. 
SALISBURY COVE. 
From Sand Point almost due west, and some two or three miles 
distant, is Salisbury Cove, so named from an early settler here . 
This is the harbor of the town of Eden, and has an anchorage for 
vessels of large draught. There is a town-house here, and the cit-
izens of Bar Harbor and other parts of the town of Eden, are 
<obliged to come here to exercise the right of suffrage. It is a pleasant 
place, and one of the best farming localities on the Island. Upon 
-the headstones at the little cemetery near the town-house, are found 
the names of John Ebenezer and Nathan Salisbury, Abner Young, 
·Capt. Isaac Hopkins, Nicholas Richardson and Jonathan Doane j 
:also Cousins, Harden, Liscomb and others, showing who were the 
pioneer settlers of this region. The return is most of the way by a 
Iroad recently built. 
TWENTY- TWO MILE DRIVE. 
What is known as the twenty-two m]e drive will occupy a good 
half day when saving of time is an obj ect, but to do full justice to 
all the points of interest, it should occupy an entire day. Leaving 
Bar Harbor and traveling westward, Eagle Lake is the first point of 
interest, but this has already been spoken of in counection with the 
Green Mountain Railway. Leaving this at the left, the road soon 
bears to the right, toward the head of Somes' Sound. Along this 
road, a fine view of Eagle Lake, Green Mountain, and the railway 
up its rugged side, can be had. By going a little out of the way 
around the head of Somes' Sound, the beautiful village of Somes-
ville is reached. Here was where Abraham Somes , Jr. , settled in 
1762', and where his posterity for four generations have lived or 
.stilllive. An account of this settlement will appear further along. 
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Returning around the head of the Sound, the road leads down by its 
easterly side between Brown's and Hadlock's Mountains, by Had-
l~ck's Pond, through beautiful stretches of woodland to 
NORTHEAST HARBOR. 
The entrance to which is five-eighths of a mile from Gilpatrick's 
Point. There are good hotels here-the Kimball House, Revere 
Hotel, Harbor Cottage and Robert's House-and near is Bishop 
Doane's cottage and chapel, ancl Pres ident Eliot's cott age. The 
shores of the harbor are mostly thickly wooded, aud at the eastern 
point of entrance is a white sand beach, where it joins the higher 
lands. The cottages referred to are s ituated on high and command-
ing ground overlooking the harbor, and have a di stant view of the 
open sea. 
SEAL HARBOR. 
Leaving Northeast Harbor we are on the home stretch, and the 
next point of interest is Seal Harbor, the road leading first southerly 
and then easterly, and pas!:i ing between Bracy's Cove and t he foot. 
of Long Pond, while seaward is seen Bear Island with its light-
house, and Sutton's Island. N ear Long Pond Post Office a road 
branches to the left, leading by the "Triads" to Jordan's Pond, 
which is situated at the western base of P emetic ni(ountain. Seal 
CQve is situated a mile and a half to the westward of Otter Creek, 
is ledgy and has only from two to three fathoms of water. There 
are low islets at its mouth and a few "houses on its shores, the own-
ers of which are engaged more or less in fishing. Summ2r residents 
have alrea.dy begun to gather at the hotels, and like all other poiuts 
around the Islaud, the place has attractions peculiar to itself. From 
here the road leads by the Clefts to the head of Otter Creek , aud 
across the liue betweeu Mount D esert and Eden, pass ing the P eak 
of Otter, and intersecting with the Otter Creek road just no rth of 
the Beehi, e. 
" AROUND THE ISLAND" TRIP . 
If one is pressed for time, the circuit of the entire I sland can be 
macle in two days , and all the points of i.nterest visited . Leaying" 
Bar H arbor in t he morning, visiting Hllll's Cove, Sand Point, in-
clucling the Ovens , Salisbury em·e, Emory's Cove, Radley's Point, 
'l'BE BLUFF~, :MOUN'!' DESEIt'l' FEl-tR¥. 
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7Th0U1as' Bay ,Mount D esert Narrows is r eached. The.N arrows is 
spanned by a bridge seyen hunch'ed feet in length, connecting the 
Island with Trenton on the mainland. This bridge has a chaw for 
the passage of vessels. Frenchman's Bay terminates at the N ar-
rows and ' Vestern Bay begins . 
PRETTY MARSH HARBOR. 
Leaving Clark's Cove, Indian Point, High H ead (~08 feet) ~quid 
.and Mill CMes on the right, tLte road leads by Pretty Marsh Post 
Office to the harbor of the same llame. This harbor lies between the 
southern part of Bartlett's I sland and Monnt D esert, and the place 
is of no special consequenee only as being one of the nnll1erOllS post 
offices Oll the Island, ~tDd the little village of which it is the center. 
It is called P retty Marsh in the early plantation records . 
BASS HARBOR. 
F rom Pretty Marsh Harbor the road soon passes into the town of 
Tremont, on the westerly side of Seal Cove Pond, and not following 
the t rend of the shore, p:tsses Sawy~r's Cove, Seal Cove and Post 
Office , and severa l other minor coves and points to West Tremont 
Post Office, thence around by way of Duck Cove to Tremont Post 
Office, 'ituated near the head of Bass H arbo;:·. This harbor is 
form ed by a long cove of irregular shape, penetrating Mount Desert 
at its . southwestern extremity. The np per portion of the Cove is 
bare at low water. From Tremont Post Office a road rUlls southerly 
on the east side of the harbor to Bass Hm'bor Head where is a light-
house, and terminates there. It is thickly settled upon this road, 
'and to visit the light-house, which is a brick tower twenty-six feet 
high, would make about five miles extra t ravel down and back. 
SOUTHWEST HARBOR. 
Southwest Harbor has eve r been a noted phtce. The beauty of 
its situation and snrrotlndings was early recoguized, and here was 
the first summer resort upon MOllnt D asert I sland. ' <Vhile ap-
proaching the shore at this place, the most enchanting views appear 
and d isappear, and the tourist, when he reaches his hotel, will dis-
cover that Southwest H arbor is not inferior to any other par t of the 
Island, having advautages peculiar to itself, not the least of which 
' 1 
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is its capacious, safe and beautiful harbor. The steamboat landiI,lg 
is at Clark's Point, upon which stands the popular hostelry known 
as the Island House. Clark's Point forms a shelter to the harbor, 
which is well adapted for safe sailing in boats of almost any de-
scription. The chief attractions at this place are within easy reach, 
and the place is likely to grow upon the visitor, who can easily fill 
up all the spare time of his sojourn upon the Island. One of the 
accessible places, and one of the most enjoyable saUs around the 
entire Island, is Somes' Sound, a body of water sL....: or more miles 
long, extending into the heart of the Island and beyond, and nearly 
bisecting it. Ch~rming views of this sound may be obtained by a 
five to ten miiIute's walk from the hotels to the east of Clark's Point, 
where is a rocky shore. 
The ship which conveyed the Jesuit mission was, perhaps, the first 
that ever ploughed the waters of this harbor, and the description of 
the harbor and its surroundings, as left by Father Biard, is a fine 
pen picture and as applicable now as it was in 1613. It was near 
here at the entrance· to the Sound, that Father Biard and his associ-
ates established their mission, and it was through this harbor that 
Argal sailed his ship when he came to break up and scatter the lit-
tle colony. 
It was also a.t Southwest Harbor that a hundred and fifty years 
later, Governor Bernard caused to be laid OlJ-t a town, intending to 
make this his permanent residence. The original plan of this town, 
as laid out by Mr. John Jones of Dedham, is before me, and the in-
structions of Governor Bernard rehiting thereto, in his own hand-
writing, I copy as follows: 
"From the great harbor commonly called Mount Desert Harbor, 
there is a passage to a smaller harbor called the Southwest Harbor. 
This is said to be half a mile over, and round this it is proposed to 
layout a town. It is proposed that all the lots shall face the bay j 
that at the head of the bay facing the entrance, if the situation is 
good, shall be fixed a point, the centre of ten lots, from which, on 
each side, the lots are to be measured j but this is not necessary if 
the ground don't favor it. I would have the lots five acres, that is 
two chains in front to the bay, and twenty-five deep, where the 
ground will allow it which must not be expected everywhere. 
Between every ten lots into which parcels, I would have the lots 
divided, should be a chain left for a road to (be) laid to the out-lots. 
Such of these passages as are not likely to be principal roads, may 
hereafter be contracted, as I propose to do. I propose at present 
to grant the lots by tens together, leaving an interval of ten lots un-
granted between every two sets of ten lots granted. In one of these 
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-sets of reserved ten lots, I propose to set out lots for a Meeting 
house and school; and one of the pleasantest sets, (in the centre 01' 
otherwise) I shall reserve for a settlement of my own. I would 
therefore, have a choice spot 01' about ten lots set out for myself, 
from which the other lots may be reckoned in sets of tens, more or 
less, 1yith a way between each lot. 
*''****1ti ' my intention to see it, (the place) if I can, before the 
surveyor has finished the present work. .My intention is to grant to 
anyone of the sixty first settlers, a home lot of five acres, and an 
outlying Jot of fifteen; anel also if the q llantity of salt meadow is 
ans \yerable to the report of it, I will add to each settler, five acres 
of salt meadow to lie in common and to be mowed only and not 
pastnrell lliliess it lies high enough to bear cattle without hnrting the 
land. But this last, I do not promise absolutely until I have had 
the salt meadow sW'veyed. Mr. Jones is deslred to engage chain-
men [1ncl assistants to be uncler his direction ." 
The plan of the proposed town is finely clrawu and colored, and the 
lancllaid out into lots extended from Southwest H arbor to Bass Harbor. 
But fickle fortune did not permit the carrying out of the Governor's 
elaborate plans, as stated elsewhere. In a sm'vey of the I sland 
made the year previous to the laying out of this town, the ruins of 
.an ancient honse are referred to as one of the landmarks near South-
west Harbor, showing that settlers had been here of whom history 
has given no account. It was also at Southwest Harbor that the 
Russian man-of-war "Clmbria" lay, which so excited interest and 
cW'iosity in the State and country. There are several passages lead-
ing into this harbor, one on the northern and one on the southern 
side of Bunker's Ledge, one between Little Cranberry and Sutton's 
Islands, and one between Great Cranberry and Mount Desert 
I slands. For many years, and nntil the almost phenomenal rise of 
Bar Harbor, i::iouthwe·t Harbor was the best known place on the 
I sland, and it still is a popular resort. Sonthwest Harbor is sit-
uated in the town of Tremont, the most westerly of the three island 
towns . Its hotels are the Island Honse, kept by H. H. Clark; 
Freeman House, by J. R. :Freeman; Ocean Honse, by Nathaniel 
T eagne; i::ieawall Honse, by Elliot N. Benson; Stanley House, by 
Sands Stanley; Claremont House, by J esse P ease; Ocean Cottage, 
by N. Teague; Hotel Dirigo, by C. M. Holden; Pemetic, by H. H. 
Clark, and the Harbor House, by A. H. Haynes . There are also 
several summer cottages situated at eligible points around the har-
bor. 
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FERNALD'S POINT. 
The1'e is no spot on t he entire I sland where so mnch inter est 
·eenters as at F ernald's Point. It is situated at Southwest Harbor, 
'and at the entrance to Somes' Sound. Aside from its historic in-
terest, it is indeed a delightful spot. It is somewhat triangular in 
form, its apex being next to the water and rising gently to the base 
'of Flying Mountain , the precipitous s ide of which forms an ex cel-
lent backgronnd to the picture. The area of the point from the 
water to the b:l.se of the mountain , is about thirty-five acres, and 
'there is no fi ner bnd for :l.gri clllt nmi pLll'poses on the ent ire I sland 
"of Mount D esert. On each of the two sides of the triangle which 
forms the point, is a spring of the pmest water boiling up through 
'the sand and g ravel below high water mark. Its flow ne\7er varies , 
indicat ing that its fOllntain head lies d eep below the s urE:l.ce, and its 
temperature remains constant at about forty degrees . It is no won-
·der that when this delectable spot was pointed out to them by the 
Indians , and offered to them as a place of settlement, the Jesuit 
,'Colonists were diverted from their original purpose of going to the 
Penobscot, and remained here. It is situated on one of the largest 
'and safest harbors in the world, with sufficient depth of water a half 
-'Cable's length from the shore, to float the largest ship. It is shel-
'tered by Flying Mountain , and according to Biard , grass was grow-
'ing luxUl'iantly here when the settlement was made. 
The first English settler here was A.ndrew T an of Glollcester , 
who first pitched his tent at the head of the Sound, where Somes-
ville now is , but after a year or two changed to thi s point . The 
'title to his land, which he obtained several years after he com-
m enced to occupy it, came through the Bernards . Sometime after 
,a Kittery sailor , Tobias F ernald, strayed this way, fell in love with 
-Comfort, t he daughter of Andrew Tan, and married her. He in-
'berited the Tan homest ead, built a more commodious house than his 
father-in-law had occupied, and spent the remainder of his days 
'here. His SOil, Ebenezer, married Sophronia Wasgatt , lived and 
-died here, and left the es tate to his two sons, R ev . OUver H. F er-
lIlald who now res ides here, and Prof. Charles H . F ernald of the 
:I\{assachusetts Agricul tural College. The land boom which began 
-at Bar H arbor has extended across the island, and this point with 
the mountains in its rear, which a few years ago were offer ed for a 
few hundred dollars , are now worth sixty thousand. Both South-
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west Harbor and Northeast Harbor can be seen from Fernald's 
Point, they being nearly opposite each other, with the broad anchor-
.age between. 
SOMESVILLE. 
Passing northerly by the head of Norwood's Cove, Flying and 
Dog Mountains are seen on the right, and Beach Mountain and Hill 
o()n the left, when the route is along by the eastern shore of Echo 
Lake, a beautiful sheet of water something over two miles long. 
Somesville is soon reached, a pleasant village with neat houses and 
.a few cottages of summer residents. There is a good landing here 
at high water. Passing round at the head of Somes' Sound, the 
route by way of Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor has already been 
.described. The distance to be travelled by this route is not far 
from sixty miles. About two miles from Somes ville, on the road to 
the Narrows, is "Town Hill ," a thriving little village with stores, 
.churches and a post office. A line of telegraph poles is on one _side 
o()f this road, and of telephone poles on the other, both extending 
from Bar Harbor to Ellsworth. Excursions to Southwest Harbor 
can, if preferred, be more direct from Bar HarbOl: by buck-board or 
o()ther vehicle, or the team and party may be taken to Southwest 
Harbor on one of the steamers plying between these W:O points, and 
then be driven back by way of Echo Lake and Somesville. Still 
another ple!!sant way is to charter one of the numerous small steam-
ers plying in the bay, and the trip may be made more interesting by 
taking music and a lunch along . 
. RAILWAY STATION. 
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THE DESERT MOUNTAINS. 
_HE mountains of }\fount D esert I sland are desen-ing of 'some-~~~ thing more than a passing notice. In the scenery along the-
Atlantic coast they are unique, aud as g reat natural objects they are· 
indeed wonderful. They cover more than a thil'd part of the entire, 
area of the I sland, and have thirteen distinct peaks. They have the-
peculiarities of the mountains in other portions of the State, of being 
precipitous at the south and east, and sloping towards .the north ana 
west. They also exhibit diluvial markings and other eyidence of 
glacial action. Green }\fonutain has already been s poken of; it is. 
the largest, broadest and highest of the g roup , extending from Dnck 
Brook to Otter Creek, a d istance of nearly s ix miles. On the north-
east is a bold spur which, though of the same mountain , takes the· 
name of Dry }\fountain. The ascent of this mountain :tffords vigor-
ous and healthflll exercise, the distance from Bar Harbor to the sum-
mit by way of }\fount Kebo, being about four miles. 
N EWPORT MOUNTAIN. 
This mountain is the most east erly of the group , and is situated'. 
between the Schooner H ead and Otter Creek roads. On the snm-
mit is a small pond. Its cliffs toward the sea are steep and rugged,. 
rising in grim rampart and solid bastion against the fury of t errific 
gales that sometimes come from this quarter. The foot of this, 
mountain is only two and a half miles from Bar H arbor , and the as-
cent is gr:tdual aud easy. The top is a long, flat ridge, :tile! its near-· 
ness to the sea renders the yiew especially attractive . 
MOUNT KEBO. 
This little mountain is situated between Bar Harbor :tnd Green 
Mountain, and its ascent is a favorite walk. To the summit is but 
little more t~an two miles from Bar Harbor, and many who would' 
hesita~e about climbing the higher elevations, are easily persuaded' 
to undertake this . The site of an old mill at the base is a pleasant .. 
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and romantic spot, while the view from the top is picturesque rather-
than grand, it being somewhat limited .on account of the higher 
peaks by which it is partially surrounded. 
" BEEHIVE." 
This mountain is situated south of Newport, and between it and 
the P eak of Otter . It is near to Great Head, and is oyer five 
hundred feet above the sea. The " Bowl," a small pond on its· 
northern slope , is four hunclred :.tnd ten feet high. The Peak of 
Otter, which is at the south and nea r the Beehive, is of about the· 
same height. 
PEMETIC MOU NTAIN. 
This m <:mntain, whose name perpetuates the Indian uame of the-
I sland, is situated southwest of Green Mountain, Turtle I,alee,. 
whose waters flow into Eagle Lake, lying be.tween. Tbe best way 
to reach it is by boat up Eagle Lake, to the beach at the he:.td. The 
ascent from here is quite laboriolls, :.tnd occllpies a couple of hours . 
This mountaln affords a finer view of the isl:.tnds situated ;l,t t he' 
south and southwest th:.tn does Green Mount:.tin itself. 
SARGENT'S MOUNTAIN. 
This is a long mountain situated more nearly than :.tny other at the 
centre o,f MOlUlt Desert Island. The foot of this mOlUltain may be 
reached either by boat or carriage from Bar Harbor. By the latter 
method, the route is by the Somesville and Northeast H arbor roads . 
The task of reaching the summit is not an easy one, and none bnt 
the vigorous should undertake it. In the ascent ledge rises aboye 
ledge, with thickets and tracts of fallen timber intelTening, but 
when the slUllmit is reached the reward is ample. The top occupies 
~ large area fnIl of rifts and deep chasms, showing great disturbance 
of the rocky formation . The Lake of the Clouds is a little body of 
water an acre or so in area, and said to be v~ry deep. It is situated 
in what seems to be an ancient crater, though there are no signs of 
volcanic rocks . Geologists have noted the resemblance of this to 
the Swiss mountains, which have been shaped by glacial action. At 
some remote period this entire island and opposite mainland must 
have been the theatre of active glacial action . 
many parts of this mountain are very fine . An 
descent is said to be by way of Jordan's Pond. 
The views from 
easier ascent and 
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OTHER MOUNTAINS. 
The mountains already mentioned are the principal ones in the 
easterly part of the Island. Between Mount Kebo and Eagle Lake 
are Great Hill and White Cap, and north of Eagle Lake are the 
Interlaken Hill and McFarland's and Young's Mountains, but none 
of them are as important as those already mentioned. South of 
Jordan's Pond are the "Triads" and the Cleft. On the easterly 
side of Somes' Sound is Brown's Mountain, nearly nine hundred 
feet high and quite precipitous in several places, and on the westerly 
side and bordering on the Sound are Robinson'S, Dog and Flying 
Mountains. Beach Mountain is west of Dog Mountain, and Car-
ter's Nubbles are north of the former . On the westerly side of the 
Island, between Great and Seal Ponds, in the town of Tremont, are 
the W-estern Mountains which overlook Penobscot Bay. The west 
peak is 1,073 feet high, and the eastern 971. Like other mountains 
in this region, they' present ragged and precipitous faces in certain 
directiens, and are prominent objects from the sea. Their su=its 
shut out the views of the westerr{ part of the Island and Penobscot 
Bay, from the top of Green Mountain. The summits of all these 
mountains, as well as their northern slopes, were once covered by a 
dense growth of wood, but fire and storm have destroyed most of 
them. Fire and flood have also destroyed and carried away a large 
part of the shallow soil which supported the forest growths, leaving 
the sides and summits for the most part, bare of vegetation. But 
to the inward-bound mariner, the aspect of these mountains has ever 
been a solid wall of granite, precipitous and frowning, perpendicular 
or beetle-browed, and it is no wonder that when Champlain in his 
pattache, coasted along here nearly three centuries ago, and saw 
these bold peaks rising, as it were, out of the bosom of the ocean, 
should name the place the "Isle of the Desert Mountains." And 
thus they will ever remain j and while the Island may become dotted 
all over with summer cottages, while the rough and waste places 
may be changed to gardens and beautiful lawns, while all around 
and beneath them may be made to bud and blossom as the rose, 
these everlasting mountains will remain as they are, wild and weird, 
'yet majestic and grand, enduring monuments of the stupendous 
forces of natm·e. 
CHAMPLAIN. 
wonderful combination of scenery as that found upon 
Island of Mount Desert, must have made a deep impression 
upon the minds of the early navigators as they pursued their way 
westwardly through the Gulf of Maine. In many respects, it is un-
excelled by any combination of natural views on the entire North 
Atlantic coast. Here upon one hundred square miles of territory 
are found thirteen mountain peaks, varying in height from 700 to 
3 
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1,500 feet above the sea level, seventeen ponds or lakes from a few 
acres to several square miles in al;ea, deep gorges and pictlll'esqne 
glens, bold promontor~es and broad stretches of forest, sparkling-
streams bf water, with bays, harbors, coves and indentations of 
every variety and form, Besides all these natnral obj ects , there are 
situated in various parts of the I sland, sunny slopes, plateaus more-
or less broad , rocky ridges and headlands , affording s ites for cot-
tages to suit every tast e and fancy, Mount D esert is the largest 
island on the N ew England coast. Its mountains can be seen sixty 
miles at sea, and are remarkable as b,eing the first landmark of sea-
men. The Indians called the island' 'P emetic,", and its name is per-
petuated in the name of one of the Island Mountains. It was a 
favorite resort of the savages, where in the forests they hunted for 
fur and food animals , and in the inlets and coves they took fin and 
shellfish in great quantit ies , 
The discovery of Mount D esert I sland, its early settlement as 
well as its subsequent history, are subjects of absorbing interest. 
It constituted a part of the ancient Acadia , for tlie possession of 
which there was a contest more or less sanguinary between England 
and France, which lasted for more than a hundred and thirty years. 
The French founded their claim on the discovery of this coast by 
Verazzano in 15:2-1" on- the discovery and occupancy of Canada by 
Cartier, in 1535, and on the grant to De )10nts in 1603. The Eng-
lish claim was based upon the discovery of Cabot in 1497, upon the 
occupancy of N ewfol1ndland by Gilbert, in 1553, by the subsequent 
voyage and landings of Gosnold , Pring and WayplOuth and others, 
by the charter to the Popham colony in 1606, and the occupancy of 
the soil by that colony in 1607. An account of this contest belongs 
to the domain of general his tory, and may be found in the various 
historical works . It must answer for our present purpose to give au 
account of the early grant, and a brief ontline of its subsequent his-
tory. Ther e is no doubt that the several navigators who sailed 
along our coast prior to 1604, were struck with the unique appear-
ance of this Island with its numerous mountain peaks, _ but their ac-
count of the entire coast is very meagre, and but little was written 
of any given point. 
It was on the 8th day of November , in the year of Grace 1603, 
that Henry, King of France, granted to his "well-beloved Sieur de 
Monts, in ordinary of his Bed Chamber, the territory known as 
Acadia, described as extending from the 40th to the 46th degree of 
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north latitude and within this extent or any part ther eof, as far in-
land as might be practicable, to establish, extend and make known 
the king's name, power and authority, and thereunto subject, cause 
to submit and obey all the people of the said land, etc." This 
patent, having no other boundaries than the degr ees of latitude men-
tioned, embraced the American coast from the Island of Cape 
Breton to the Hudson river. The following "vinter D e ~'[onts 
equipped two vessels, and accompanied by t)amuel Champlain who 
had explored the St. Lawrence river the preceding year, sailed for 
his new possessions March 7, 1604. After varions explorations and 
the discovery of the river which De Monts named Saint J ohn, the 
name it still bears, he cal:ne to the waters of Passamaq uoddy Bay, 
and ascended the Schoodic Eiver to a small island named by him the 
"Saint CrOL'I:,'" and which he selected for a resting place. It was 
while stopping at this island that D e .Monts sent Champ la in on an 
exploring expedition along the coa t. Starting the second day of 
September, 1604, with a p catache of seventeen or eighteen ton, , 
twelve sailors, and two savages as guides, Champlain sailed along 
the coast, "passing by a g reat quantity of islands, shallows and 
' reefs which extend seaward in places more than four leagues ." 
Again quoting his own language: "This sam e d ay we passed qu ite 
neal' an island which is some fOlli' 01' five leagues long, and were 
nearly lost on a litt le rock just under water , which made a small hole 
in our bark near the keel. The island is very high, and so cleft in 
places that at sea it appears as if seven or eight mountains were 
ranged side by side. I have named this island L 'is{e cles ~'tIonts­
cleserts, (the isle of the desert mbuntains) its latitude is .J.4 1-2 
degrees ." The place seleded by De ~'[onts for his colony was at 
Port Royal, so uamed by Champla in , and was oppos ite Goat I sland, 
on the north bank of the river of Port RO,yn,1 and six miles distant 
from the present town of Annapolis, ~. S. vYithont accomplishing 
mnch, D e Monts retlli'ned to France, and we hear no more of him. 
One of the leading objects had in view by the French in the col-
onization of Acadia, was the conversion of the Indians to the Cath-
olic faith. To that end, the colonists were generally accompanied 
by priests, some of whom were those known as of the Order of 
Jesns, or J esnits. De Monts was succeeded in .Acadia by his asso-
ciate in his voyage, Jean de BiencolU't, a French baron, who having 
occasion to revisit France, left the affairs of the colony in charge of 
his son, Meanwhile a French lady of wealth and influence, Madame 
\ 
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de Guerchville, had formed the design of establishing in Acadia a 
spiritual despotism, of which the J esuits were to be rulers and she 
the patroness. Henry of France had been assassinated, and the 
queen mother ruled in his stead during ~he minority of her son. 
She favored the views of Madame de Guerchville, and rendered 
material aid. A vessel was fitted out at Honfleur*, and the com-
mand given to M. de la Sallssaye who was to be governor of the 
colony. Among those who embarked in this vessel, were two J esuits 
named Quantin and Du Thet. They had orders to go to Port Royal, 
and being re-enforced by Fathers Biard and Masse to proceed to 
Pentagoet (the P enobscot) and there to fonnd their colony. Arriv-
ing at Port Royal, they took on board the two Jesuits, their servant 
and luggage, and proceeded westward along the coast. Father 
Biard had visited Pentagoet and the Kennebec two years previous, 
and now aeted as guide. When off Grand Menan, a thick fog closed 
in upon them which lasted for two days, and when it lifted they put 
into a harbor on the "easterly side of Mount Desert"t I sland. 
The place is described as a large and beautiful harbor. To this 
place they gave the name of St. Sauveur (St. Savior.) They re-
mained here only a short time, intending to continue their journey 
to the Penobswt, but were persuaded to remain upon the island, 
upon a spot selected for them by the Indians, as described by Biard 
farther along. 
There are many reasons fO! supposing that the place finally agreed 
upon was Fernald's Point, near the entrance to Somes' Sound. It 
is as described by Biard, a beautiful spot, sheltered by Flying 
Mountain, from the base of which it slopes gently to the water. It 
has been occupied by the Fernalds as a farm for tlu·ee generations, 
and the house is one of the oldest in the vicinity. The springs of 
water spoken of by Biard in his published relation, where the Jesuit 
colony slaked their thirst, and with which they performed their ab-
lutions and cooked their food, are still flowing upon each side of Fer-
nald's Point. The harbor for depth of water, capacity and safety 
fully answers the description given of it by the Jesuits. 
It may be as well to let Father Biard tell his own story as found 
in the Jesuit Relations, a rare and valuable book published in the 
French language, omitting such portions,· for the sake of brevity, as 
are not essential to an understanding of the location of the colony. 
*A seaport town of France, on tbe sontb bank of tbe estuary of the river Seine, opposite 
Havre. 
tBiard's Relation. 
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FATHER BIARD'S RELATION. 
" 'Ve were detained five days at Port Royal by adverse winds, 
when a favorable northeaster having arisen, we set out with the in-
tention of sailing up Pentagoet river to a place called Kadesquit, * 
which had been allotted for OLU new residence, and which possessed 
great advantages for that purpose. But God willed it otherwise, 
for when we had reached the southeastern coast of the I sland of 
Menan, the weather changed, and the sea was covered with a fog so 
dense that we could uot distinguish day from night. * * * * * 
Our tribulation led us to pray to God to deliver us from danger, and 
send us to some place where we might contribute to His glory. He 
heard us in his mercy, for on the same evening we began to discover 
the stars, and in the morning the fog had cleared away. We then 
discovered that we were near the coast of Mount Desert, an island 
which the savages called Pemetic. t The pilot steered towards the 
eastern shore, and landed us in a large and beautiful harbor. We 
returned thanks to God, elevating the Cross and singing praises with 
the holy sacrifice of the Mass . ' Ve named the place St. Sauveu1·. 
'Now in this port of St. Sauveur, a violent quarrel arose between 
our sailors and crew and the other i)assengers. The cause of it was 
that the charter granted, and the agreement made in France, was to 
the effect that the said sailors should be bound to put iuto any port 
in Acadia that we should designate, and should remain there three 
months. The sailors maintained that they had arrived in a port in 
Acadia, and that the said term of three months ought to date from 
this arrival. To th is it was answered that this port was not the one 
designated, which was Kadesquit, and therefore that the time they 
were in St. Sauvenr was not to be taken ·into account. The pilot 
held obstinately to a contrary opinion, maintaining that uo "essel 
had ever landed at Kadesquit, and that he did not wish to become a 
discoverer of new routes . There was much argument for aud against 
these views, discussions being carried on incessantly, a had omen 
for the future. 
While this qnestion was pending, the savages made afh-e in order 
that we might see the smoke. This s~gnal meant that they had ob-
served us, and wished to know if we needed them, which we did. 
The pilot took the opportLmity to tell them that the Fathers from 
Port Royal were in the ship. The savages replied that they would 
be very glad to see one whom they had known at Pentagoet two 
years before. This was Father Biard, who went immediately to see 
them and inquired the route to Kadesq uit, informing them t ll:.t he 
had intended to res ide there. 
'But,' said they, 'if you desire to remain there, why do you not 
remain instead with us, who have as good a place as Kadesquit is?' 
They then began to praise their settlement, assuring him that it was 
so healthy and pleasant, that when the natives were sick anywhere 
else, they were brought there and were cured. Theil' eulogies d id 
*Kenduskcng. 
t Pemetiq. 
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not greatlyilllpress F ather Biard. because he knew sufficiently well 
that the savages, like other people, oven :ated sometimes their own 
possessions . N e, ertheless , they understood how to induce him to 
remain, for they said: "You mnst come, for our ~agamore Asticon 
is dangerously sick, and if you do not come he will die without bap-
tism and will not go to heaven, and YOll will be the cause of it, for 
he "ishes to be baptised.' The r eason, so naturally given, made 
Father Bia rd hesitate, and they finally pcrsnaded him to go, since 
he had but three leagues to travel, and there would be no greater 
loss of time than a sUl gle afternoon. 
,Ve embarked in their canoe with Sieut' de la Motte and Simon, 
the interpretor, and 'we set out. V{hen we arrived at Asticou' s wig-
wam, we found hUll ill, but not dangerously so, for he was only suf-
fering from rheumatism; and finding this, we decided to pay a visit 
to the place which the Indians had boasted was so much better than 
K adesquit fol' the residence of Frenchmen. vYe found that the sav-
ages had in reality reasonable grounds for their eulogies . "'{ e felt 
very well satis fi ed with it ourselves, and having brought these tid-
ings to the remainder of the crew, it was unan imoLls'! y agreed that 
we should remain there and not seek further, seeing that God him-
self seemed to intend it, by the train of happy accidents that had oc-
curred, and by the miraculous Cllre of a child wbich I shall relate 
elsewhere. 
Tbis place is a beautiful bill , sloping gently toward the seashore, 
supp.! ied with wate r by a spring ou each side. The ground com-
prises from twenty-f:iye to thirty acres, covered with grass, wh ich in 
some places r eaches the height of a man . It fronts the south and 
east toward P entagoet Bay, into which are discharged the waters of 
several pretty s treams auouuding in fish. The soil is rich and fer-
tile. The port :l,ncl haruor ::Ire the fiu est possible, in a position com-
manding the entire coast ; the harbor especially is mooth as a pond, 
being shut in by the large island of Mount D esert, besides being sur-
rounded by certain small islands, which break the force of the 'winds 
and wa,es and fort ify the entrance. It is large enough to hold any 
fleet , and is n::lvigable for the largest ships up to a cable's length 
from the shore. It is in latitude forty-four and one-half degrees 
north, a position more northerly than that of Bordeaux. 
'Yhen we landed in this place and planted the cross , we began to 
work, and with the work began our disputes , the omen and origin of 
{)LU' misfortlU1es. The cause of these disputes was that our Captain, 
La Saussll,ye , wished to attend to agricultme, and our other leaders 
besought him not to occupy the workmen in that manner, and so de-
lay the erection of dwellings and fortifications. H e would not com-
1)ly with their requ est, and from these disputes arose others until the 
English obliged us to make peace in the manner I am about to re-
late. " 
Such is the account of the planting of a J eSl1it colony on Mount 
Desert I sland by one of the principal actors, and it is presumably 
(lorrect. Where the first land ing was made to which the name of 
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St. Sauveur was given, is a matter of some donbt. Some suppose 
it to have been at Northeast Harbor, bnt Biard's account says, "The 
IJilot steered toward the eastern shore, and landed us in a large and 
beautiful harbor." This would point to Bar H arbor as the ancient 
"St. Sauveur," and the distance of "three leagues" referred to, 
would more nearly correspond with the distance to Fernald's Point, 
lying at the mouth of Somes' Sound, which was beyond all donbt, 
the place selected for the colouy, than from Northeast Harbor. 
Historians differ as to the time when this colony was planted, and 
also as to the length of time it existed. Williamson, in his "History 
{)f Maine," says the J esuits (Biard and Masse) had trouble with 
Biencourt, the commander at Port Royal, who threatened them with 
.corporal punishment, and that they left him at an early day and 
proceeded to Mount Desert, where they selected a place, as is sup-
posed, on the western s ide of a pool-a part of the sound which 
stretches from the southeasterly side to the heart of the island. He 
adds, "Here they constructed and fortified an habitation, planted a 
garden, and dwelt five years, entering with great zeal and untiring 
perseverance upon the work of converting the natives to Christi-
anity." 
The vessel, which conveyed the colony with La Saussaye, sailed 
from Honileur on the 12th of March, 1613, and reached Cape La 
Have, May 16. It was sometime in the early part of the summer 
of 1613 therefore, that the colonists .landed at Mount Desert, and as 
the colony was broken up by Argal, 1613, it follows that its ex-
istence was limited to a few months. There is nothing in Biard's 
Relation to show that he had ever been upon Mount Desert Island 
previous to the lancllng at St. Sauyeur , but he had been to P enta-
goet, and had there made the acquaintance of the Indians inhabit-
ing Mount D esert. Perhaps it was at Castine instead of Mount 
Desert that Biard and Masse carried on the work of converting the 
natives, but they certainly were at Port Royal when the colony ar-
rived there in 1613. 
Biard leaves us somewhat in doubt as to whether the Jesuits con-
structed fortifications, but Charlevoix says, "They hastily threw up 
slight entrenchments." We again q uote from Biard's Relation, an 
account of the breaking np of the colony by Argal : 
·"The English colonists in Virginia are in the habit of coming 
eyery year to the .island of Pencoit, twenty-five leagues from St. 
Sauveur, in order to provide food (fish) for the winter. While on 
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their way as lIsual, in the summer of 1613. they were overtaken out. 
at sea by fogs and mists, which in this region often overspread land 
and sea in summer . • These lasted some days, during which the tide 
drifted them gradually farther than they intti!nded. They were 
about eighty leagues further in New F rance than they supposed, but 
did not recognize the place. 
Some savages observed their vessel and went to meet them, sup-
posing them to be Frenchmen in search of them. The English 
understood nothing of what the savages said, bnt 'conjectured from 
their signs that there was a vessel near, and that this vessel was 
French . They understood the word "Normans," which the savages 
called us, and in the polite gestures of the natives, they recognized 
the French ceremonies of courtesy. Then the Euglish who were in 
need of provisions, and of everything else, ragged, half naked, and 
in search of plunder, enqllire 1 carefully how large our vessel was, 
how many canoes we had, bow many men, etc., and having receivect 
a satisfactory answer, uttered cries of joy, demonstrating that they 
had found what they wanted, and that they intended to attack llS . 
The savages did not intcrpret it so, fo r they supposed the English 
to be our friends, who desired eal'llestly to see us . \..ceordingly, 
one of them guided the Engl ish to our vessel. A s soon as the Eng-
lish saw ll S, they began to prepare for combat, and their guide then 
saw that he had made a mistake, and began to weep and curse those 
who had deceived him . Many times afterward, he wept and im-
plored pardon for his error of us and of the other savages, because 
they wished to avenge ollr misfortunes on him, believing that he had 
acted through malice. 
On seeing this vessel approach us , we knew not whether we were 
to see friends or enemies, Frenchmen or foreigners . The pilot 
therefore went forward in a slo,op to reconnoitre, while the rest were 
arming themselves . La Saussaye remained ashore, and with him 
the greater number of the men. Lieutenant La Motte, Ensign Ron-
fere, Sergeant J onbert and the rest went Oil board the ship. The-
English ship moved quickly as an arrow, having the wind astern . 
It was hung at the waist with r ed , the arms of England floated over 
it, and three trumpets and two dnuns were ready to sonnd. Om' 
pilot who had gone forw ard to reconnoitre, did not rettu'n to the 
ship, fearing as he said, that he should fall into their hands, to 
avoid which he rowed himself around the island. Thus the ship did 
not contain one-half its crew, ftnd was defended only by ten men of 
whom but one, Captain Flory, had had any experience in naval con-
test. Although not wanting in prudence or comage, the Captain 
had not time to prepare for a conflict, nor had his crew j there was 
not even time to weigh anchor so as to disengage the ship, 
which is the first step to be taken in sea fights. It would, however, 
have been of but little use to weigh anchor since the sail s were 
fastened, for being summer, they had arranged them as an awning 
to shade the decks. This mishap, however, had a good result, for 
onr men being sheltered during the combat, and the English unable 
to take aim. fewer of them were killed or woanded. 
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As soon as they approached om sailors hailed them, but the Eng-· 
lish only replied by cries of menace and by discharges of musketry 
and cannon. They had fourteen pieces of artillery and sixty artil-
lerymen, who ranged themselves along the side of their vessel, firing 
rapidly without taking aim. The first discharge was terrible . The 
whole ship was shrouded in fire and smoke. On our side the guns 
remained silent. Captain Flory cried out, 'Put the cannon in po-
sition,' but the gunner was absent. Father Gilbert du Thet, who· 
had never been guilty of cowardice, hearing the Captain's order and 
seeing that no one obeyed, took the match and fired the cannon as 
loudly as the enemy. 
The English, after theil' first attack, prepared to board our vessel. 
Captain Flory cut the cable, and thus arrested for a time the progress. 
of the enemy. They then prepared to fire another volley, and in 
this du Thet was wounded by a musket and fell across the helm. 
Captain Flory and tluee other men were also wounded, and they 
cried out that they surrendered. The English; on hearing this cry, 
went into their boat to board our vessel, our men imprudently 
rushed into theirs in order to put off to shore before the arrival of 
the victors. The conquerors cried out to them to retmu or they 
would fire upon them, and two of our men in theil' terror, threw 
themselves into the water and were drowned, either because they 
were wounded, or more probably, were shot while in the water. 
They were both promising young men, one named Le Moine from 
Dieppe, and the other Neuen from Beauvois, Their bodies were 
found nine days afterwards and car efully interred. 
The victorious English made a landing in the place where we had 
begun to el'ect our t ents and dwellings, and searched our Captain to, 
find his commission, saying that the land was theil'S, but if we could 
show that we had acted in good faith and under the authority of om' 
Prince, they would not drive us away. The trouble was that they 
did not find L a Saussaye, but they seized his desk, searched it care-
fully, and having found our co=issions and royal letters siezed 
them, t he pntting everything in its place, they closed aud locked 
the desk, On the next day when they saw La Saussaye, the Eng-
lish captain welcomed hUn politely, and then asked to see his com-
mission . :La Saussaye replied that his papers were in the desk, 
which was brought to him, but he found that the papers were miss-
ing. The English captain immediately changed his tone, saying, 
'Then, sir , you are imposing on us.' * * * * H e then granted 
p ermission to his soldiers to plunder us, in which work they spent 
the entire afternoon. We witnessed the destruction of om property 
from the shore, the English having fastened our vessel to theirs, for' 
we had two, om' ship and a boat newly constructed ,and equipped. 
We were thus r educed to a miserable condition, and this was not all. 
The next day they landed and robbed us of all we still possessed, 
destroying also our clothing and other things." 
Thus the J esuit colony of which so much had been eArpected, was· 
broken up within a short time after it made a lancling upon the-
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i sland. Concerning the character of ·Argal, various views have 
been entertained. He was a skillful navigator , and leaving the track 
-of ancient navigators, he discovered a more direct passage to Vir-
g inia . H e was an adventUl"er after the Drake school, tLnd never 
hesitated to rob and plunder those not of his own country. H e be-
came attached to the ,Tamestown c9lony in 1609, and was very use-
ful to it in furnishiug supplies of fi sh. 
Having destroyed the colony of St. SauveUl" ,* fHteen of the col-
onists, including Fathers Biard and Quantin, were taken to Vi.rg inia, 
where they were to have the free exercise of their relig ion with pel-
mission to return to France at t he end of a year; the remaining fif-
teen, including La Saussaye and Father Masse, were put in a shal-
lop aud directed to go iu search of some French vessel which would 
take them home. On the coast of Nova Scotia, they found a vessel 
which took them to St. Malo. On aniving at J amestown, the Vir-
ginia colonists approved the doings of Argal, and resolved to send 
him to destroy all the French settlements in Acadia . H e having 
fitted out a small fleet, first v isit ed St. SauveUl" , where he destroyed 
the cross erected by the J esuits, and set up another in its place with 
the name of the King of England inscri<bed upon it. H e also de-
stroyed aU the build ings the French had erected, and changed the 
beautiful spot to a desolate waste . Proceed ing to St. Croix he de-
stroyed the buildings left tbere, and then proceeded to invest Port 
Royal. The people were at work in t he fields, and the first knowl-
edge they had that enemies wer e near was the smoke of their burn-
ing homel? The destruction of the place was complete. Most of 
the F rench retUl"ned to F rance, but Biencourt refused to go and 
speut the remainder of his days iu the country, sometimes dwelling 
with the savages, and at others in company with Charles de La Tour 
near Port Royal, but little is kuowu of his ·subsequent life. This 
ends the story of the J esuit occupancy of Mount Desert I sland , and 
whether they were here five years, or only a part of a single year, it 
matters little now. The ashes of du Thet, and of the others killed 
in the_ engagement, repose at Fernald's Point, which is the ancient 
St. Sauveur, and probably other relics of the French mission may 
be buried beneath toe soil, but t he description of the harbor, the ad-
mirable site for such a settlement, and the boiling springs in the 
vicinity, are the only existing evidence by which we are able to 
*It seems that the name given to the place where they first landed, was transferred to 
the location selected for It settlement, for Biard continues to speak of it as " St. Sauveur." 
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10cate the spot. More than two hundred and seventy years have 
passed since this little band of Christian workers was driven 
from St. Sauveur, but there is a glamom about the spot, 
and an interest attaches to it which is possessed by no other place 
-on the :M[l,ine coast . There were never more devoted, self-sacrific-
ing, persistent workers in the missionary fi eld, than the French J es-
uits who came to ... the wilds of America to convert the savages to the 
Clu'istian faith. 
RESETTLEMENT. 
The history of Mount Desert Lsland, from the breaking up of the 
.J eSllit colony at St . Sallveur 'to the end of the French domination in 
Acadia, possesses but few incidents of general interest. It was 
doubtless occupied more or less by fishermen of both the nationali-
·ties inyolved in the controversy for its possession , but they had no 
title to the soil and left no record of their occupancy. Its harbors 
and coves were doubtless also the rendezvous and hiding places of 
the buccaneers that infested the entire Atlantic coast chuing the 
.seventeenth centmy. Meantime the contest for empire continued to 
be carri ed on between France and England, n,nd there was no secUl'-
ity for settlers upon the disputed territories of either nationality. 
In April, 1688, in consideration of important military services ren-
.. clered in the New Wodd, the King of France granted to M . la 
Mottee Cadillac, '" the whole of Mount D esert with adjacent islands 
.and lanels on the mainland. This grant, though made ,' oid by the 
lapse of time and by subsequent events, was revived in the person 
·of a granddaughter of Cadillac and her husband, as will be seen 
farther along. 
' In L 7() ;! the General Cowt of the ~Iassachusetts Bay, ill cons ider-
.ation of "extraordinary services," granted Mount Desert I sland to 
·the Royal Provincial Governor, Francis Bernard, who had it sur-
veyed , had laid out a town at Southwest Harbor, and intended to 
:settle there. The smveyors were John Jones of D edham, aud Bar-
.achias Mason of Medfield. They began at the head of Southwest 
*.t\ .. ntonjc de In Motte Cadillac is spoken of as "Lor l of Bonaguat and i.\Iount Desert in 
Maill e." He was a nnti ve of liasco ny. In the Paris DOCllments he is s poken of, uncler 
-date of 1694 , a s "Sie ul' De lamotte·Cadiliac Capk'l in of a detachment of i\la.rines . a ma,n of 
very disting uisherj merit." III 169<1-7, h e commanded Michilirna kina c. [n [70llte esta b· 
lished Fort POllchal't)'ain, Detroit, remainin.,t with his wife until 1701}. The ne xt year he 
returned to Quebec. In 1712 he was appointed Govern or of Loni s iana. In company 
with de Crozet, he controlled the trade a nd opened a silve r mi ne. H e re tul'll ed to France 
March 9, 1717; and it is sa id bv du Pl'atz (Histol'ie d e la Louis'iana" vol. i, p. 23,) tha.t be 
died within two year s afterwards. H e was icle ntiliedwith the e'lI'ly histo ,·y of live or s ix 
States . The Paris D ocuments sa.y that he was we ll acquainte(l with the ~cw Engla.nd 
coast; but his co nnection with ~ro llnt D esert was n ominal. In the petition of the Gl'ego-
ires, Ca.c1iUac is sty led H Lord of Donaqure all(1 '1ou llt Desert!' 
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Harbor and travelled in opposite directions, making note of the dis--
tances measured, the character and quality of the soil, wood and; 
timber, describing by small drawings the coves, inlets and other in-
dentations, and giving an account of the outlying islands. Their-
field-books, bearing their signatures and in a good state of preserva-
tion, are still in existence. The "ruins of an ancient house" are 
spoken of in one place , showing at least one settler of whom we 
have no account. But nothing came of Governor Bernard's attempt . 
at settlement. He built a few small cottages and a mill dam, but 
troubles came between the mother country and the colonies, Gov-
ernor Bernard was recalled to England, lmighted and died before-
our independence was achieved. His property, including Mount 
Desert Island, was confiscatecl. t But his son, John Bernard, to -
whom the island had been bequeathed, on showing that he had been 
loyal to the colonies dlU·ing the war, was allowed to retain one-haIf-
of the estate. 
In 1785, John Bernard was of Bath, and sent a petition to the-
General Court," "praying for permission to take possession of the 
Island of Mount Desert." This petition was accompaniedJby a cer--
tificate "signed by many respectable persons , subjects of this Com--
monwealth, stating that said Bernard had conducted himself during: 
the late war unexceptionally, in his political and moral cOllduct_" 
On this account, and for other good and sufficient reasons, the Gen-
eral Couxt, June 23, 1785, passed a resolve in his favor as follows; 
"Resolved that one moiety or half part of the Island of Monnt 
Desert, be and hereby is granted, and from the passing of this re-
solve shall enure to the said John Bernard, his heirs and assigns for-
ever, to hold in fee simple; provided always that said John shall' 
convey to each person now in possession of lands, which may by a 
division of the aforesaid Island be assigned to said John , such quan-
tity thereof and npon such terms as the Committee appointed by a 
Resolye of the General Court passed October 28, 1783, shall clli·ect 
within -18 months from the passing of this Resolve." 
Meantime the claim of Cadillac was revived in the persoll of his, 
granddaughter, Madame Maria Theresa de Gregoire, and her hus-
band, Monsieur Bartholomy Gregoire. It was an obsolete claim,_ 
but immediately after the close of the Revolutionary war, the Gov-
ernment of Massachusetts was especi.ally well disposed toward-
France and her citizens, and so in 1787, the Great aud Generall 
Court first naturalized the petitioners, and then gave them a quit-
tGov- Bernard visite<l ~rOl1lJt Desert in 1762, :tlll[ a briefcliary whichhe kept while mak-
ing the trip, is now in the library of Hun"T::u'u College. 
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·claim deed of the interest heid by Massachusetts in the Island, it 
being one-half of it, reserving to actual settlers lots of one hundred 
,acres each. The petitioners settled here, and Theresa de Gregoire 
·died at . Hull's Cove, on the spot now occupied by the large brick 
mansion hou~e, in 1810. Many of the settlers on the Island hold 
' title deeds based upon this grant, and others upon the grant to 
-Governor Bernard, through his son John. 
From June 23, 1785, the date of John Bernard' s grant, and July 
~, 1787, the date of de Gregoire's grant, the Island was owned in 
·common and undivided, until the term of the Supreme Court held in 
Boston the third Tuesday of June, 1788, when de Gregoire and 
,wife presented a petition to have "their part or moiety of the Island 
-called l\iount Desert set off from John Bernard." At this time Ber-
-nard had been in England more than twelve months, and "his At-
ltorney James Sullivan, Barrister at law," answered to the petition. 
'The Court granted the request, and appointed Commissioners who 
.made the division as follows: 
"We, Stephen Jones, Nathan Jones, and Thomas Richardson, in 
pursuance to the foregoing warrant, to us directed, have set off to 
·de Gregoire and wife the moiety of said Island, which is bounded as 
follows: beginning above Mr. James RIchardson's at a stake and 
.stone at the head of the tide, at the northern extremity of Mount 
D esert Sound, (Somes' Sound) and thence mnning north 38 de-
,grees, west to a stake aud stones npon the edge of the bank of high 
water mark upon the northern side of said I sland; thence easterly 
along the high water mark to and around said Island; thence west-
·erly by the shore up said Sound to the first mentioned bounds; and 
·that the whole of that part of said I sland to the westward of said 
Sound, and of said northerly line from the head of said SOlilld, to 
-the northerly shore, to be the moiety or share of John Bernard, 
Esq. " 
John Bernard,left this country in 1786, and returned to England. 
He afterward became Sir John Bernard, Baronet, and held office 
<under the Crown in Barbadoes and St. Vincent. H e died in 1809 . 
.Tnly 6, 1786, he mortgaged to Thomas Russell of Boston, "one un-
,divided moiety or half part of the Island of Monnt D esert in said 
County of Lincoln, the same granted him by State of Massachnsetts," 
·to secure the payment of three bonds, viz.: one for £1480, Is, 4d; 
. -one for £579, 9s, 9d; and <?ne for £50. There is no record in Lin-
coln or Hancock Counties of any assignment, foreclosure or discharge 
·()f this mortgage. It seems that Russell was the holder of this 
mortgage for the London finn of Lane, Son & Fraser, who loaned 
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large sums of money in this country. From 1786 to 1803, this Ber--
nard grant lay unclaimed. September, 18, 1803, John L. Sullivau,_ 
administrator of Thomas Russell by virtue of a resolve of the Gen-
eral Court, sold the entire grant to John Bernard of Mount Desert-
Island, to George W. Irving of Boston, then a resident of London, 
for one dollar per acre. 
The Gregoires settled at Hull's Cove, where they engaged some-
what in farming. They were often straightened for money, and fre-
quently gave mortgages on their lands. In 1792 they sold their-
Mount Desert lands, except settlers' lots and other r eservations, as 
follows: 
"Our farm of 100 acres, as the same is now improved and pos-
sessed by us; and another lot at the southwest corner of Nicholas 
Thomas' lot, running south 54 degrees west, 64 rods then north, 48 
west to the shore, aud up the creek to the first bounds, and also· 
one square acre at end of mill dam, and also the mill erected there; 
also town lot of 450 acres, Bartlett's Island, 1414 acres, Great Cran-
berry I sland 490 acres, Little Cranberry I sland 73 acres, Sutton 
I sland 174 acres, Baker's Island 123 acres , Bear Island 9 acres, 
Thomas' Island 64 acres, Green Island west side of narrows, two-
small islands near Bartlett's, Great Duck Island 182 acres, except-
ing thereat 100 acres for Col. Jones as a settler, and Little Duck 
Island 59 acres, to Henry Jackson who, July 9, 1796, conveyed the-
remaining lanrls unsold, for £100 to William Bingham, of Philadel-
phia." 
The contest between England and France for the possession of 
Acadia, prevented the settlement of anJ part of it by the English, 
until the fall of Quebec in 1759, put an end to French domination 
over all the disputed territory, and to the bloody Indian wars which 
had been waged with more or less severity for more than one hun-
dred and thirty years. 
The first permanent settlement made upon Mount Desert I sland 
was by Abraham Somes* of Gloucester, Mass., in 1762t . He gave 
his name to the Sound, and also to the village of Somesville which 
sprang up at its head, near where he settled. He had been in the 
habit of visiting this region prior to his removal here, in a Chebacc() 
boat, (so called from Chebacco, a town in Massachusetts, now 
called Essex, where such boats were built) for the purpose of rift-
*He was the son of Abraham and }iartha Emerson Somes, who were married at Glon. 
cester in 1730, and was the fourth in descent from Morris Somes, who was born in 1614-, 
and with his wife, Margerie, was among the e . rly settlers at Gloucester, on Cape .Ann. 
Morris Sones was the common ancestor of all the New England families of this name. 
tWilliamson gives the date as 1760, but as a chlld was born to Somes iu Gloucester in 
June, 1761, and another in MOllnt Desert in Decelnber, 1163, it is fair to presluue that the 
removal was between these two dates. 
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ing pine into staves, which he took back to Gloucester and manu-
factured illto barrels, etc . In 1762 he took his family along with 
him, and for the first willter they lived in the boat, near the head of 
the Sound. The next season he built a house on the \lhore and 
moved into it, being the first settler . His numerous progeny are 
among the most respectable people of the Island. 
James Richardson from Gloucester, was the second se~tler, and 
his son George was the first white child born upon the Island. He 
was born August 16, 1763. ,Tames Richardson was the first planta-
tion, and also the first town clerk, and s'el:ved in that capacity for 
many years. 
. Abraham Somes lived to be over eighty years of age, and was 
bmied at Somesville. His wif~ was Hannah, the daughter of Sam-
uel Herriek of Gloucester. John Somes, grandson of the patriarch, 
died in Somesville in 1886, aged over ninety years, born September 
4th, 1794. He was the son of John, Jr., and Judith (Richardson) 
Somes . 
The records of Mount Desert as a municipality begin in 1776, and 
the first meeting called was for the purpose of choosing a Committee 
of Correspondence, Inspectiou and Safety. This meeting was held 
on the 30th day of March, 1776, at the house of Stephen Richard-
son; Josiah Black was chosen Moderator and James Richardson, 
ClerIc The Committee of Correspondence, Inspection and Safety 
cousisted of Ezra Young, Levi Higgins, Stephen Richardson, Isaac 
Bunker and Thomas Richardson. 
Mount Desert was incorporated as the sixty-eighth town in the 
State, Feb., 1779, and included Bartlett's, Robinson's, Beach and 
the Cranberry Islands. At tl;tat time, the several places numbered 
about seven hundred inhabitants. The inhabitants were loyal to 
the patriot cause during the struggle for independence, almost to a 
man, and suffered much both from the enemy and for the necessa-
ries of life. 
The first representative to the General Comt was David lVasgatt, 
in 1805. 
The town of M'ount Desert was large in area, and in 1795 the 
populatiou having largely increased and being seattered all over the 
Island, the inhabitants on Frenchman's Bay petitioned for a divis-
ion, and an act to that effect having been passed by the General 
Comt, on Feb. 23, 1796, it was signed by Samuel Adams, Gov-
ernor. The new town was called Eden, and was "bounded south-
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erly by -a line beginning at the point north of Goose Marsh Falls, so 
called, then running an easterly comse to the top of the tide at the 
head of the Sound, and then easterly by a straight counie to the top 
.of the tide. at Otter Creek, so called, being the easterly 'bound of 
said town, and containing all that part of .Mount Desert north of 
-the line aforesaid, together with the inhabitants therein." 
The first town meeting was called by Capt. Ezra Young, and was 
held at the house of Capt. Samuel Hull, at Hull's Cove, on the 4th 
day of April, 1796. Ezra Young was chosen Moderator, and 
Thomas Paine, Clerk. The Selectmen were Ezra Young, Levi Hig-
gins and Samuel Hull j Treasurer, David Hamor. It was voted 
"that Neat Cattel may run at large, and also swine being well 
'yoked. " Future meetings were to be held at the house of Ebenezer 
Salisbury, at Salisbury Cove, and here the town house was subse-
-quently built. At an adjomned meeting, sixty dollars were raised 
for schools, sixty for town expenses, and one hundred and sixty-
<eight dollars for building the bridge over North East Creek, and for 
repairing roads. The same town in 1886, raised one hundred and 
ten thousand dollars for drainage. In 1850, the valuation of the 
town was: real estate, $79,544 j personal property, $32,381 j total, 
$111,935 . Its valuation is now several millions, and Bar Harbor as 
.a summer resort has wrought the change . 
The Cranberry Isles were incorporated as a town in 1830, and the 
western part of Mount Desert Island was incorporat ed as the town 
·of Mansell,* by act approved June 3, 1848 , and the name changed 
to Tremont the same year. The first town meeting was held at the 
school-house at Bass Harbor, Aug. 9, 1848 . Johu S . Dodge was 
chosen Moderator, Barnard RUlllwell, Treasurer, and Shubell D. 
Morton , Seth H. Clark and John S. Dodge, Selectmen. The num-
ber of voters in 1887, was 553. 
PHYSICAL FEATURES. 
Mount Desert Island is very irregular in outline, its shores being 
everywhere indented with bays, coves, creeks and inlets. Its ex-
treme length from north to south, from Hadley's Point in Eden to 
Bass Harbor Head Light House in Tremont, is about fifteen and 
·one-half miles, and its greatest width from east to west, from Great 
Head to a point east of Thrumbcap Island, is thirteen miles. Its 
*Mount Desert was called by the English "Mansell." in honor of a distinguished navi, 
;gator of that name. 
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average length is about twelve miles, and its width nine miles . It 
is separated from the mainland on the north and northeast by 
Frenchman's Bay, and on the northwest and west by Union River 
Bay and Bluehill Bay. Its nearest approach to the mainland is at 
the Narrows, where a bridge seven hunched feet in length connects 
it with the town of T renton. Bnt for the numerous small islands 
which intervene, there woulcl be an open sea view toward the south-
east and south; at many points along the shore, the viGW is unob-
structed in these directions, and nothing meets the eye but a wide 
waste of waters. It has thirteen dist inct moun tain peaks, and sev-
eral other blu ffs of lesser height. These mountains are situated in the 
central part of the I sland from east to west, the chain being d iYided 
by Somes' Sound, and the larger number of peaks being east of this 
Sound, and between it and the Bar Harbor side. The heights of . 
the elevations on Mount D esert I sland, above mean high water, are 
given in the following table, and are mostly compiled from the coast 
survey reports: 
li KET . 
Green ~Iountain ... . .. .. . ..... 1527 
Sargen t·s" . . . . . . ........ 13±1-
Dry " . .... ..... .. . . ] 268 
Pemetic a . . .. . .. . . . . .. 1262 
Newport" . . ..... . . .. .. . ] 060 
We.tern " { ~\T. Peak . . ... 10~3 
E . Peak __ . .. 9il 
Wbite Cap .. . . .... . . . . " !:J25 
Brown's Mt . . ... ....... . .. 8UO 
Bubbles ·{North .. .... . . 8~0 
So uth . . ...... 780 
Beach :?In. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 855 
l\'IcFarland 's Mt .. ... ... . .... " 761 
Great Hill . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 748 
Tbe Triads 
Young's 
{
East .... . .. . 
North .... .. . . 
South .... . .. . 
72() 
68S 
600 
706 
FEET. 
Hobin son's l\'Iountain . . ....... ',00 
Dog " .. . . .... 6'70 
The Beebive . . . . . .. .. 540 
G.·eat Pond Hill .... ... .. 540 
Tbe Cleft { ~ orth . . . . . . .. 610 
:::louth .. .... .. .160 
Peak of Otter .. . . .. . .. 506 
C:lr ter' s Nubble . . . . . . ... 480 
Interlit ken Hill . ........ .1H2 
nit . Kebo . ...... .. 405 
J ordan's Hill {North . . . ... .. 3~0 South .. ... . .. 360 
F ly ing Mountain . . . ..... . 300 
Ba ld Moun tain . ...... . . 250 
Hig h Head Mt: ....... " 208 
Burn t .l\'[ountain . . ..... . . 1"10 
~It . Gibhon . . . .... .. 160 
Otter Clift' . . . . . .. .. 11 2 
These numerous peaks constitute a vast watershed, and as a COn-
sequence thel~e are numerous pouds or lakes situated in various parts 
of the I sland. The best known of these is Eagle Lake, so 'named 
by Chmch, the artist, s ituated about three miles west of Bar H ar-
bor. Its principal watersheds are the Green, Dry, Sargent's and 
P emetic Mountains, with the Bubbles and'Vhite Cap. Its o.utlet is 
called Duck Brook, and it supplies the water for the village of Bar 
H arbor . This lake is two and one-third miles long, and three-
fomths of a mile wide . It 1S navigable for steamers, and is part of 
4 
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the thorou ghfare between Bar H arbor and the Green Mountain Rail-
way. .Jordan's P ond is sout h of Eagle Lake, and separated from 
it by th e Bub IJs . [ts Wctt ~ l"3 flow in to Long Pond , which is sit-
uated on the southerly s ide of Mount Desert, neal' Seal H arbor. 
The largest pond on the I sland, s ituated partly in the westel'll part 
of the town oi Monnt D sert aud nort h par t of Tremont is Great 
P ond, which is over fOUl' miles long, and has IJUl1lC']"ous lit tle bays. 
EAGLE LAKE. 
and coves . E cho Lake is situated abou t equal distance from Great 
Pond and Somes' Sound, and is two miles long by a half mile wide. 
It is on the road between Somesville and Southwest H arbor. Had-
lock Pond is a s mall sheet of water on the road between Somesville 
and Northeast Harbor. Turtle Lake is situated between Green and 
P emetlc Mountains, and its waters flow into E agle Lake. Seal 
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Cove Pond is toward the western p art of the I sland; and flows into 
Seal Cove. Besides these , there are the Lake "Yood, Pond of 
Witch Hollow, Somes' Pond" the "Bowl," and several others . The 
summer level of some of these lakes and ponds is as follows: 
The Bowl . ........ , ... , . . ... .. 410 ]~ l'IlO Lake .. , ........ ... , .'. , .. 90 
Turtle Lake . .. .... . . .... ... .. ,.'lii) LOll)!.' PO lld .. ' , . . ... .. ... ... . .. 58 
Eagle Lake . . ... " .. ......... . 27i) 
JOI dan's Pond .. ... ........... !f)o 
~ea l Cove Pond . , ... ~ . , .' . .. . ' . 30 
Some of these island mOLlntains are joined at their base, while 
others are so neal" each other as to leave only a narrow gorge be-
tween. The road from Bar H arbor to Otter Creek is between Dry 
and N ewport Mountains, whose bases approach each oth er so nearly 
as to leave little more than space for a wagon road. N early a ll the 
roads on the Island, ruuning from north to sonth, have mOllntains 
either on one 01' both sides for much of the way. 
Somes' Sound is a remarkable featUl'e in the make up of Mount 
D esert I sland. Beginning near Southwest Harbor, it penetrates 
northwardly into the land for nearly seven miles, almost bisecting 
the Island. Its average width is less than a mile, and for much of 
the way it is overshadowed by mountains . On the westerly side 
are Flying, Dog .and Robinson's Mountains , and on the east, 
Brown's extended sllmmit nearly 900 feet high . In sailing up this 
Sound, one who did uot kuow to the contra.ry, could easily persuade 
himself that he had entered a large river. Many of its features, es-
pecially its deep, dark waters, and the overhaug ing and ecboing 
cliffs, recall the Saguenay river of Canada with its g rand, almost 
awful scenery. 
A striking featUl'e of Mouut Deser t Island is its rock-bound shore 
which extends nearly around it, rising at some points into bluffs 
,with perpendicular or overhanging walls, against which the waves of 
ocean dash with ceaseless fury . The material of which these rocky 
bluffs are composed, acted upon by the waves and salt water , falls 
down in broken fra.gments which are rolled and pounded, and in 
some places when the tide is out, the shore uuder the bluffs is cov-
ered with them in ~very fantastic form. The sea-wall at Southwest 
Harbor, which after an off the coast storm is frequently fifteen feet 
high, is one of the most interesting of such embankments found 
along the coast. At Northeast Harbor, the travelled road is for 
some distance, over a sea-wall composed of rounded stones from 
the size of a goose egg and upwards to three or four pounds in 
weight. 
.... 
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GEOLOGICAL . 
• The geology, of Mount Desert Island is very interesting. As in 
other portions of the State, the southern brows of the lofty granitic 
hills are everywhere crushed and broken into fearful precipices, 
while their sides turned to the north present plains of greater 
breadths, and dip at vastly less angles down towards the level 
country beyond. The great boulders lie at their southern feet, and 
those specifically the same, but of less magJ?itude, are transported 
the farthest off, and are more worn and rounded. It seems to have 
been the special business of the great denuding agent to cover the 
barren smface with soils, which soils are the results of local detritus 
- gravels, clays and sands, crushed and ground out of the detached 
Tocks . In speaking of the geology of this region, Prof. Hitchcock 
says: 
"Another large basin of mica schist is in the southern part of 
Hancock county, three sides certainly, resting upon gl:anite. This 
granite is shaped like a great horse shoe, one end being at Mount 
Desert I sland, running through Sullivan, Franklin, Number Eight, 
North Ellsworth, Orland, Surry, Bluehill and Sedgwick, to its other 
end on Deer I sle; and within this curve the mica schist is situated. 
The character of the rock is gneissoid, and sometimes talcose and 
again like siliceous slate. The country within this area is low and 
rolling, while the great granite curve is composed of high mountains . 
After this depression had been formed by the upheaval of the gran-
itic ranges around the lowlands, the schists were deposited in it, 
though in this case the schist failed to reach anywhere near to the 
top of the ridge or basin. The rocks in this great valley belong to 
,one formation; and were formed during the same geological period." 
Prof. Hitchcock found that Mount Desert I sland is composed 
chiefly of granitic, unstratified rocks, though an occasional mass of 
an obscure siliceous slate appears . An interesting quartz vein is 
found along the shore at Bar H arbor, opposite Bar Island, extend-
ing for a mile and a half. Going back from the shore, it is much 
-acted upon by the weather, and would hardly be recognized as the 
same rock. There is a dike of trap at HllU'S Cove containing lime-
stone. Green l\i(Olmtain is a mass of red granite, or at least, it ap-
Ipears so at the summit and on its sides. It is of the variety known 
_ as protogine, in which a talcose mineral takes the place of mica in 
the ordinary granite, and it is probably that nearly all the so-called' 
granite of the Island is protogine. The clip of large plates of this 
rock on the top of Green Monntain is sixty degrees northwest, 
.. while near Eagle Lake they are nearly perpendicular. Occasional-
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ly a dike of trap is found on this mountain, and what is true of the 
structure of Green Mountain is probably true of others. Near 
Otter Creek, at the base of the" Beehive," a quarry of red granite 
is being successfully worked. Paving stones for New York City 
are being quanied in great quantity on the western side of Somes' 
Sound; from the deck of the steamer, these quarries appeared to be-
of ordinary granite. Syenite, a form of granite in which homblende 
is substituted for mica, is found in some places, and a company lost 
a large sum in attempting to open a quarry of it. 
Green Mountain, which was once a United States Coast Survey 
Station, is 1527 feet abo'le the surrounding ocean, the highest point 
on the Atlantic coast, between Lubec and Rio Grande, and is the 
first land sighted by mariners when approaching this coast . From 
the summit the scene is grand-almost overwhelming. Here one 
gets a bil'd's eye view of more than three-fourths of the entire 
Island,. including its harbors, bays, coves, sounds, lakes, ponds, 
mountains, forests, farms and villages; also of several towns on the 
mainland, numerous islands along the coast line, and a broad ex--
panse of ocean. The Schoodic Mountains, Bluehill and the Cam-
den Hills are seen in the distance, while in the opposite dil'ection,_ 
white sails gleaming in the sunlight glide smoothly over the aZlll'e 
sea. Language is inadequate to express the beauty and variety of 
the scenes here opened to view, and the emotions they awaken caTh 
not he told in words; the impressions they make upon the mind are 
indelible, and remain as an unfading memorial of a most delightfLlJ' 
and enjoyable occasion. The two grandest objects in natme, high 
mOLlntains and a bouncUess ocean, here occupy the same horizon,. 
and no eai·thly view can be more absorbing. 
AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES. 
The agricultme of Mount Desert Island is necessarily poor. The 
soil, as a rLlle, is thin and lacking in the elements of fertility. 
Formed of the detritus of the rocks composing tIle skeleton of the 
Island, its constituent elements are few and mostly of a siliceous 
kind. There is not much level sul'face, and what there is is either 
sandy or marshy and wet. N atLlre never intended this as an agri--
cultural region . The clilnate also is unsuited to high farming. Not 
so much 011 account of its high latitude, as its nearness to the At-
lantic and Arctic currents which strLke the coast at this point. The 
water of the ocean here is nearly thirty degrees colder than it is west 
, 
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of the Kennebec. " The change f rom winter to summer and from 
summer to winter is very g radual , and the period of uncertain 
weather is long, much longer than at other poiuts in the same la ti-
tude away ·from the coast where fa rming is made a success . This 
p eriod of irregular alternating of summer and winter days. is the . 
ruin of ag l'icultmal prosperity ." Agriculture has always received 
some at tent ion here, but the employment of the early settlers was 
chiefly lumbering and fishing . The ice business, granite quarrying, 
and catering to the wants of Sllmmer res idents are the chief em-
ployments of the inha bitants of this I sland to-day, and will be in 
the' future. 
THE REAL NAME. 
It wOldd hardly seem necessary after quoting Champlaiu's stat e-
ment with regard to the name of this I slaud , aud bis reasons for so 
naming it, to call attention to the proper accentuation of the word 
"Deser t," but there are still many who place the accent on the last 
syllable, a practice which bas a tendency to obscure its meaning . 
W e bave seen tbat Champlain. called the p lace the " I sle of the Des-
ert Mountains," and from tbis , doubtless , it came to be called 
Mount D esert. The French words for this name are Monts Dese1't, 
the l ~st word pronounced as though written " deze1'. " Now, since 
we haye substituted Mount for the French " Mont," why should we 
not give the word Desert, which is written alike in French a~d Eng-
lish, the English accent? It is true Champlain did not call the 
I sland a deser t , only its mountains, but the words "Mount Desert," 
or " Desert Mount, " convey the meaning intended by him, and the 
word D esert, with the accent ou the first syllable, used in its ordin-
ary sense of solitary, untilled, uninhabited , is part of the name, 
The fact that many of the natives of the I sland accent t he word dif-
fer ently, and give a different s ignificance to the terms employed by 
Champlain, proves nothing . W'e have Champlain's own statement 
that the name was ' intended to describe an island filled with solitary, 
uninhabited mountain wastes , aud no words better describe such a 
place than those llsed by him. 
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AS A SUMMER RESORT. 
R HARBOR has long s ince passecl the experiment stage and 
already a great sea-side reso rt. It is the wealth invested in 
~ottages more than anything else, that gives assllt'ance of pel'lua-
nency and steady growth. Real estate booms may come and go, 
but they cannot affect th e steady progress and increas ing popularity 
of Bar Harbor. If they have any effect, it is an adverse one, but the 
pl~ce has reached that stage of de,' elopment that the price of real 
estate can have but l ittle to do with its future. In the nea l' future, 
if we may judge from the past and present, Bar Harbor will be a 
city with a large permanent population and a much larger transcient 
{me. With a break-water extending from Mount Desert to the Bald 
Porcupine rsland, a thing which is sure to be accomplished, the har-
bor would be excellent, and Bar Harbor would become an impor-
tant port of entry. 
The transportation companies, of which the principal is the Maine 
Central Railroad, did a largely increased business over any preced-
ing year, in 1887. In addition to the trains run the year previous, 
the vestibule limited train was put on at the opening of the season, 
and was well patronized . It was one of the finest trains of cars 
ever placed upon any road, made up as it was entirely of palace 
cars of improved pattern, and fitted up not only with every conven-
ience, but with every luxnry. It made no stops between Portland 
and Bangor, going to Bar Harbor by the way of Brunswick and 
Augusta , and returning by way of Lewiston . This train was always 
on time , and gave entire satisfaction to its patrons. No more 
tickets were sold thau there wer e seats, and the seats were always 
filled. 
From June 10th to Sept. 10th of 1887, a period covering the time 
of summer travel, the Maiue Ceutral Railroad carried to Mount 
Desert 15,1!J:2 .passengers; and it carried away 15,750, making the 
total arrivals and clepartLu'es 30,9:')1, a gain of 5,77!J, or :23 4-10 pel' 
cent. in the arrivals and departures over the season of 1886. The 
steamers carried a considerable number more. The arrivals and 
VIEW IN MAIN STREET , BAR H ARBOR. 
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departures on the "City of Richmond," were probably 3000 during 
the season. On other lines they were probably as follows: By the 
Boston & Bangor Steamship Co., 5000; by the Bangor L~ BaJ.: Har-
bor Steamship Co., 1000; by the Boston & Maine Steamship Co., 
1500. Some others have come and gone in private yachts and 
other conveyances, so it is probably not far from correct to estimate 
the total nnmber who have resorted to Mount Desert, for business 
or pleasLU'e during the last season at, at least, 25,000; probably it is 
larger than that. 
This is a large increase over the previous year; but the most, 
rem~ll'kable difference is noticed in comparing the number of pas-
sengers taken to and from Mount Desert by the Maine C.~ntral dur-
ing the season since the railroad line was opened. In 1884 , the 
first year the railroad to Mount Desert Ferry was opened, the 
total number dl1l'ing the fashionable season was 11 ,043 . IIll 
1885, the total sprang up at a leap to 15,857; in 1886, it reached 
24,172, and this past season it reached 30,951. In foul' seasons, 
the arrivals and departl1l'es by railroad have nearly trebled. The' 
arrivals by steamer have not increased in any s uch ratio, but since 
the railroad has been opeu, the steamers have probably so far held 
their o~~n that the increase of railroad travel nlarks very well the 
ratio of increase of the total travel to Bar H arbor. 
An examination of our cottage directory in another place, shows 
that more than one hundred and fifty cottages in Bar H arbor and 
vicinity, were occupied during the season of 188 7, and the subjoined 
list of new cottages will show the number not occupied last year, 
but which will be ready for occupancy and occupied during the com-
ing season. The cost of these cottages amount to several millions 
of dollars. Some of them are almost palatial in size and appoint-
ments, and cannot with propriety be calleel cottages. There are 
residences here called cottages which are valued at from one hun-
dred to oue hnndred and fifty thousand dollars. 
Other portions of J\Iount Desert I s land, as well as Bar, H arbor, 
have felt t he stimulus, though not in the same degree. A son of 
Ex-S enator Y nlee has purchased a lot neal' HLlll's Cove, and has 
built a handsome and expensive house, and the result has been a 
marked rise in real estate in that r egion, which is four miles on 
Frenchman's Bay, above Bar Harbor. Land has also been pur-
chased at Salisbury Cove, Otter Creek, Seal Cove and at various. 
other points. Fernald's Point, near the entrance to Somes' Sound 
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and some twelve miles distant from Bar Harbor, was offered with 
considerable other real estate about ten years ago, for thirty-five 
hundred dollars j now the owners have been offered and have re-
fused SL'{ty thousand dollars for the Point alone, containing thirty-
five acres of land, a side of a mOllUtain, and the farm buildings. 
The Maine Central is making every effort to maintain Bar Har-
bor in the future, at the standard at which it has hitherto been kept, 
as a place for rest and recreation, or at least so exclusive that every 
visitor can find rest and recreation if he or she wishes them. The 
policy of running rio excursions to the place dming the season will 
be maintained in the future as in the past. The sewerage system is 
-----
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good, the town of Eden having raised and expended oyer one hun-
dred and ten thousand dollars for this purpose during the past and 
present years. The source of water supply is Eagle Lake, and for 
purity it is u)1excelled by any in the State. If the supply is not 
·already equal to the demand, it certainly will be before the opening 
of the season of 1888 . A competent Board of Health looks care-
fully to the sanitary condition of the place and its surroundings, and 
deanliness is not only enjoined but rigidly enforced. With such 
careful preventive measures, there is scarcely any chance for the 
breaking out of those contagious or infectiQus diseases, which de-
pend for their origin upon a specific poison arising from decompos-
ing animal or vegetable matter. 
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EARLY SETTLERS ON THE B ERNARD GRANT. 
·John Chipman, easterly of Cla rk 's Cove. 
·James Richardson, nearly at head of Somes' Sound. 
A braham Somes, northerly side of SOl1les' pond and stream. 
·Samuel Reed, southerl r side of So mes' pond and stream . 
. Danie l Somes, on the point southeast of Reed . 
Davi s Wa sgatt, west of Deming's Pond. 
Andrew TaIT, northerly of Norwood's Cove, now Fm'nald's Point. 
Wi lliam Gilley, Norwood 's Cove. 
Tyler Reed, Norwood's Cove. 
'George Hal'l1Ion, NQrwood's Cove. 
Ebenezer Eaton, 270 ac res northerly of Southwest Harbor. 
·.Joseph Le,gro, southwest side So uthwest Harbor. 
P eter Dollver," " 
Aug ustus.Hasneli , 01' Rurnill, southwest side Southwest Harbor. 
Andrew Tucker, " •. 
·Samuel Bowden, " " 
Benjamin Wa rd, 
.Jo~hua Mayo, •• 
Wil liam Grow, " 
·John Nute, " 
Nieholas Tucker, " 
·J oshua Norwood, east side Bass Harbor. 
Abrah am Richa rdson," " 
Thol1las Richardson, •• 
Peter Gott, .;" 
'Thomas RIChardson, Jr., Bass Harbor Head. 
Danie l Gott, west side Bass Harbor. 
·. Stephen R ichal'dson, west side Bass Harbor. 
Benjamin. Benson, " " 
Daniel Merry's Heirs, Loper's Point. 
Enoch Wentworth, west side Duck Cove Head. 
Willia m Nutter, between Duck Cove and Goose Cove . 
Ezra H . Dodge, at Dodge's Point. . 
William Heath, at Seal Cove. 
'George Bntler, north side of Seal Cove. 
·James Reed, " " 
Ephraim Pray, .Jr. , Pretty ~[arsh . 
)Vido w Eaton " .• 
Ephraim Pray, " 
Reuben alld George F reeman, Pretty Marsh. 
" 
.. 
EARLY SETTLERS ON THE GREGOIRE GRANT . 
.. Josiah Black, 
J ohn Cousins, 
"Jo'5eph Bunker, 
I saac Bunker, 
'George Chilcot, 
·Seth Doal1e, 
.Reuben Freeman, 
.R euben F reeman, Jr., 
:Simeon Badly, 
Samnel Hadlock, 
Willia m Hopkins, 
Sterling Hopldns, 
Joseph Hopkins, 
I srael Higgins, 
David Riggins, 
Solomon Higgins , 
Eliphalet Cousins, 
.John Bunker, 
William Mason, 
Timothv Mason, 
Joseph Mayo, 
Samuel Milliken, 
Richard Major, 
Widow Sarah Paine, 
J ames Richardson, 
.lames Richardson, Jr., 
D aniel Richardson, 
Daniel Rodick, . 
Solomon Rider , 
Samuel R eed, 
.Jonathan Rich. 
Elkanah Remick, 
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Stephen Higgins, 
Eleazer Rig'gins, 
Levi Higgins, 
.J esse Riggins, 
Nl<hemiah Higg:ins, 
John EIamor, Sen., 
.John Hamor, Jr. 
'Widow Mary Hamor, 
David Hamor, 
Daniel Hamor, 
Henry Kuowl e , 
Ebenezer Leland, 
Ezra Leland, 
Alllazi:Lh Leland, 
William Lynam, 
John NIanchester, 
John Manchester, Jr., 
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Ebenezer Salisbury, 
Stephen Salisbury, 
Timothy Smallidge, 
Stephen Sargent, 
.John Stanley, 
~hrgaret Stanley, 
Stephen Scott, 
.John Smith, ' 
Hnmphrey Stanwood, 
Benjamin Stanwood, 
Davis Wasgatt, 
Thomas Wasgatt, 
Thoma.s Wasgatt, Jr. 
,\Villiam Wasgatt, 
Ezra Young, 
Robert Youn o' 
Elkanrth YOl~'g" 
CHURCHES. 
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~EIEP..E are five church edifices at Bar Harbor, in which during the SUIll-
!:; mer, meetings are h eld we!lldy, namely, the Congregational. Episcopal, 
Methodi st, Baptist and Catholic. 
l'he U nion :Meeting H ouse, which is now occ llpied by the Cougregatioll-
.alists, was begun in 1855 a nd finished in 1860 . This is the oldest church 
building in t he place, and its erection was commenced even before Bar 
Harbor gave evidence of hecoming a great summer resort. The pastor of 
this church is Rev. J. Torrcy. The church edifice stands on ~{ount Desert 
s treet, and neal' the Episcopal Church. 
Saint Sauveu l" s, Ol' Sain t S,wiou r 's , Protestant Episcopal Church was 
e rected in 1878, co nse.cra ted in 1880, and reconstructed and enlarged in 
1886. The edifice is built of sto ne, and is a neat and substan tirtl building. 
Its summer attendance is very la rge, nUll1lJel'ing nearly a thousand persons; 
while in winter the weekly attendance is not more than one-tenth tha t 
!lumuer. The rector is Rev. C. S. T,effingwell. The church is situated on 
~fount Desel·t street. 
The Cla rk Memol'ial Methodist Episcopal Church edifice was begun and 
fini !3hed in 1882, and dedi cateu Aug . 12, IS83 . [t was el'ected in memory of 
the late lalllented nishop D:1 vid Wasgatt Cla rk, who was a native of this 
I slagd. The number of communicants is sInal! at th e present time. Rev. 
H. E. FI'ohock is the present pastor. It is situated on School street, a 
sholt d.istance from Mount Dese rt street. 
The Baptist Church edifice was erec ted in 1887, and dedicated Oct. 20th. 
The h0use and lo t cost about seven thousand dolla rs . It stauds on r~eclge­
lawn aVel1liC, some forty rods from Mount Desert street. The pastor is 
H.ev. A. F. Palmer. 
The Catholic Church, St. Sylvia's, is situated on Mount Kebo street, and 
near the Malvel'Jl Hotel. It was completed iu July, 1881, and dedicated 
Aug. 15, 1882. The number in attendance during the summel is large, six 
01' seven hundred, but the church is closed in winter. The congregation 
.is made up a lmost entirely of the transcient population. 
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COTTAGE DIRECTORY. 
::;U~Dr E I{ RESIDENTS 01' BAn HARBon, MO UNT DESE RT [SLAND, AN D· 
V rCL'IlTY, lSSi. 
Albert Avenue . 
.J1benclnlh-Ml"s. M. E. Farnum, Mi Rs Bell , New YOI·k . 
.ri. L . Hirloins Cottage-James Mc Laill and family, Baltimore. 
Clew jielcl-JtiIrs . R. L. Cam pbell and fam ily, ~ew York . 
.J[ecu(owl'iclge-Parke God win a nd fanJily, New York. 
Ma1'igulcl Cottage-Miss ,Cary, iYliss H attie Cary , !III'S. H. =srewell Mart in, 
Ba ltimore. 
Twin Cottage, No . I-Isaac La wrence a lJd .tamil y , ~ew Y ork. 
Atlantic Avenue. 
Bl'iw'bo1tncl-)iiss Ella C. White, Pbiladelphia. 
J ohn Slt1ninsby Cottage-De Lancey Nicoll and fa mily, Mr. a.lJd lIIl"s .. 
Lord, New York ; i:leba.stian Schl essingel', German Legation. 
Powelton-Dr. S. 111. Miller and family, Philadelphia . 
Tl'ipp Cottage-Mrs. P. M. B1'yson, New York. 
Bear Brook. 
Chatwolcl-Mi~s Bowler, Miss L. P . Hale, Boston; )Jr. and Mrs. R . B. 
Bowler, Cincinnati. 
Birch Point and the Bay Shore. 
BiTch Point-Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, Prof. A . S. Hardy and fam ily, Bos-
ton . 
Del'by Cottage-Mrs. H asket Derby and fa mil y, Boston. 
Devilstone-llfrs. W. H. Vandel'bilt, GeOl'ge VandP.I·bil t, N ew York . 
Dillingham Cottage-Frank A. Wilson and family, Bangor . 
Eclgemel·e- Th os. B. Musgrave a nd fam ily , New York. 
Fe1'lziel·est-Ur. a nd Mrs. Wm. F. Cochran and family, Yonkers, N. Y. 
Gmnt Cottage-H. A. Grant and fam ily, TalTytowll, N. Y . 
j'ITewpo1·t Cottag~-J. Biddle Porter and fam ily , Philadelphia. 
R ee f P oint-Urs. F. R. Jones and fam il y. New York. 
Uili1cana-Mrs. G. V. January, Mrs. Valle, Miss Tomasson, St. Louis, 
Mo. 
Villa llfw·evista- L. del Monte and family, New York. 
Welcl Cottage-Mrs. Peabody a.nd family, Mr. Frank Weld, Cambridge, 
~Iass . 
Cleftstone Road. 
Cleft stone- Nathan Matthews and family, Boston. 
Mizzentop- Mrs. v"m. M. Hunt, the Misses Hunt. Boston. 
Steepways-Dr. and Mrs. Wm. Tod Helmuth , Miss Pritchard, New York; 
Lieut. and Mrs . W .. P. Edgelton, West P oint, N . Y. 
S'l'A},T\YOOD CO'l"!'AGE-JAMES G. BLAINE'S. 
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Cottage Street. 
A nclj'ew R o€lick Cottage-Mr. and Mrs. J . M:. P. Price, Philadelphia. 
A~!nt Cha1'Zotte's Cottage-Mrs. H. Armitt Brown and family, Frederick 
R. Baker, Boston. 
B1·im:fielcl-S. S. Lee and family, Hili-ard Lee, Mr. and Mrs. ,T. C. George, 
Baltimore. 
Ha1Tirnan Cottage- .Hrs. S. F . Knig hts, 1lfiss Wal sh, Brewer. 
-" J acqueminot-Mr. and Mrs. J ohn H a rrison, 1lfiss H a rrison , Philadelphia . 
J. S . 111001'e Cottage-Chas . C. Jackson, Philadelphia ; W. McMichael, 
New Y ork. 
L ongst1'eth CQttage-Dr. a nd Mrs. Morris Longstreth, Philadelphia . 
Manchester Cottage-Mrs. Frank Beach and family , Washing toll, D. C.; 
])<Iiss Watson , 1lfiss Reed, Pit tsburg, P enn. 
R oclick Cottage, No .1-John B. MOtTis and family, Baltimore. 
Salisb1t1·y Cotta(/e- O. M. Shaw and f'l mily, Portland. 
The Banelbox-Mr. and 1lIrs. Wm. H enry Rawle, Philadelphia . 
Walte1' Roclick Cottetge-Mrs. l{. M. McCormick, Chicago. 
Walls Cottage-])f.r . and ?lirs . R obert Neil son, the Misses Neilson, Phila-
·delphia; Dr. Kinnear, Boston; Mr. and l Irs. R . R. Heywood, New York. 
DesIsle Avenue. 
DesIsle Cottage- Mrs. :May, the Misses May, 'Washington, D. C. 
Duck Brook. 
B ayrneath-John DeKoven, "])<11". and 1lIrs. Joseph T. Bowen, Chicago , Ill. 
S onogee -:JJf.rs. D. H. H aight, Mr. and Mrs . E. C. Haight , Mr,s . H. J. 
Haight, New York . 
.111'1"s. Haight's Cha:et- :\f.rs. John A. Morris, ?lEss Frances 1. ?l'Iorris , 
New Orleans, La.; Miss Davison, Cal. 
Eagle Lake Road. 
A1'Caclia-Mrs. DeLancey Ka ne a nd family, New York. 
Homewood-Mrs. J oh,n ::landers a nd family , Mt·s. Scott , :JJf.iss Marie Scott, 
Philadelphia . 
Little L ookoltt-:JJf.rs. Chas. GOt·don. the Misses Gordon, Boston. 
I N01Tis Cottage-J. P . Norris and f amil y, N eVi York. 
The Kiwll-Mrs. ])<1. S. Wilkins, Mi ss Mary Borda, Philadelphia. 
Eden Street and Vic inity. 
Be~ma Vista-Rev. 'Vill. Lawrence and f amily, Cambridge, Mass. 
B agatelle-Mr. and Mrs. E dmund P endleton, Cincinnati. 
BealtclesM·t-W. ::l. Gurnee a nd f amily, New Y ot·k. 
BU1"1~rnollth-'Y. P . Walley and fa mily , Andover , ?l'lass. ; ])<Iiss Dove, 
Boston. 
Clove1'c1'oft-Mr s Geo. Place, Mrs. LiYor, ?l'Iiss Livor, New York. 
Eddy Cottag(~-James Eddy, Miss Eddy, Miss Amy Eddy, Providence, 
R.I. 
Elwood Cottage- Miss E. fl. Elwood, ~f.iss A. L . Devens, Boston. 
E denfield-A bram S. Hewitt aud family , New York. 
Fabian Cottage-Mr. and Mrs. R. I , . Fabian , Miss Fabian, Miss C. B. 
Shumway, New York; Mr. and Mrs. Chas . G. Fall, 1lf.alden, Mass. 
Fox Cottage -De Grasse Fox and famil y , Philadelphia . 
Guy's Cl~tf-E . C. Cushman and family , Newport, R . I. 
Greystone-Mr. and Mrs. :JJ1. C. Lea, Ashbourn, near Philadelphia . 
Hinch Cottag~-Mrs . Lawrence Waterbury, ])<lr. and Mrs. J. Pierrepont 
.Edwards, New York. 
i 
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King Cottage-Mr. and Mrs. L ouis \"Yilmerding , Mr. H. W. 'l'iIIinghnl"st, 
Miss Mar!!;ery Waldo, Orange, N. 'to 
L ombanl Cottage- Miss Edith Lumbard, Boston. 
l1fainsta!I-W alter L. Kane an I f amily , Ne l·-port. R. 1. 
T he B (t1'11CtCips-The iUisses Cheney, 80uth Manuheste l', Conn . 
T he Sea Urchins-Secretary WiUa m S. Whi tney and wife. New l ork. 
The llIool·ings-Mr. unci Mrs J ohn Whittaker and famil y , Miss Shepley, 
St. Lonis. 
Villa llIarll-Rev. F . H. J ohnson a nd fa mil y . Andovcr, Mass. 
Wyche Cl1l.lte-~Ii ss Annie Manning . Mrs. S. R,. Pa rt ritlge, Boston. 
Wescogus-Prof. George Harris and fa mily, Andover , Mass. 
Hancock Street. 
Deasy Cottafle-Ogden Codman lllld family, Boston. 
Wyandotte-J, Bleeker Banks and famil y , Alba.ny . N . Y. 
Holland Avenue. 
Alcenns Higgins Cottafle- Mrs. M. D. Van Doren, Dr. and Mrs. Gny 
Whi ting- . 
Almira Ash Cottage-Mr. and Mrs . TheocJ ore King . 'Va~hington, D. C. 
Conners Cottage- Dr. Will. ThoUl pson and fa mil y, PhilacJelphia . 
El'i Bunker Got tage-:I'Jr s. H . C. Beach, t he l\Jisses Beauh , Mrs. N . A. 
Prentiss, Xew York. 
Ells Cnttage-D r. J. H. Hutchinson and fa,mily. Ne w Yo rk. 
Whit e H011se- ~'lr . and Mrs. Chas. Duggin, ~ew l ork; Miss Josephine 
Bailey, Mi ss Ma rie L. Harri so n, P hiladell hi a. 
N ewman Cottage- :I'Jrs . Quinuy Thorndyke, Bo ton. 
I 
Highbrook Road. 
H ighbrook-)Jrs. J ames L eeds, H. C. Leeds, l\frs. E. S. Goddard and 
family. Boston. 
l110sslell Hall-W . B. Howard a nd fanlil y . :\,I r s. Willets, Chicago. 
8tanwoocl-Heber R . Bishop and f amily, ~ew York. 
Kebo Street. 
Canct1'11 Cotta{/e-YIrs. Thomas D. Seott Hnd family , Mrs. R. M. Riddle, 
Miss E ng le, Ronald McDonald. P hilade lphia . 
G1'Win Cottage- E dward L . Davis and family , Worcester, Mass. 
K ebo Cottage-"!!iJ. and M:me. de Reuterskiold , Washington, D . C.; R. H. 
Townsend, Jr., and f amil y, P hiladelphia. 
Livingston CfJttage-Johnston Livingston and famil y , New York. 
R iehm'dson Cottage-Mrs. Clarence Cary and family, New York. 
Main Street and Vicinity. 
Ambl'ose Higgins Cottage-Mrs. F. B. Elliso n, Miss Mason, Miss Crafts, 
Boston. 
BaZtim01'e Cottage-Miss Buchanan, Mrs. Henry Moore, Mrs. Harmer 
and family . "Miss P age, Miss Reed, Mrs. Geo. Reed, Mr. and Mrs. M. C. 
Lea, Philadelphia ; Miss Nicholas. Baltimore. 
Malden Hill. 
Thil·lstane-Mrs. R. B. Scott, Owen Scott, Washington, D. C. 
Toppingwold-F. W. Lawrence, Brookline, Mass. 
, 
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Mount Desert Street and Vicinity. 
A sh Cottage-H. W . Ga w a nd famil y , PhHadelphia . 
A . E. Conners Cottage- J ames La \\Tenee Breeze and family, Tuxedo 
Park, N. Y. 
Ctmni n[!lu"t1n Cottage- ':'Ilr s. L. C. Creh ore, Mi ss Creh ore, Baltimore. 
Fox Cottage- J'ames T . Wood wnl'd, Mr. a nd Mrs. ·WIll. Wood ward, Jr.,. 
New York. 
G?'ace Cott age-Mrs. J ona.t ha n Ed wards, ~ li ss L . J . Edwards, New Y ork . 
L ewis Cottage- 'll' s. G. H. L e wis, ~'i ss Lewi s, Ne w York. 
i1[ason Cottage-Dr. A. \I . Maso n ':l nd f a nli ly . Boston . 
L ewis lii{f(f ins Cottage- Judge A. H. L a wrence a nd wif e, Miss H uth L a w-
rence, New Y ork. 
Mal'cyes Oottage- D r. a nd Mrs. H . C. Chap man, Mrs. :vr. C. Megargee , 
Philadelphia. 
M IIlle1' Cottage- Mrs. And re w G ray . ;\'1 iss D avid s, Phil adelphia . 
_Vathan A sh Co ttaye- ':'Ilr s. :1'1. G . E cllnll'ds, Miss A. M . G ris wold, New 
York . 
Nickerson Cott a{Je- \Y. H. L. Lee, J . L aw rence L ee nild famil y, N ew 
York . 
P1'i?nl'fJse Cottctye- ?frs . :\ . J . P elld let n, ;\1 iss Charlotte P endleton, P h il-
ndel.phia . 
PCtrke1' Cutta{fP . _Yo. l-~lrs . E dll'Hrd G'l rdiner, ' 1is8 E ugenie Gardi ner, 
Boston; Mi ss Ba I'l'Y, ) Irs . H . A . Til g hm a n a nd fa mily . Dr. and Mrs . I saac 
Norri s, Phi lad elp hi 'l; E dward G m y a nd f a.11l ily , Bosto n. 
P rtrke1' Cllttage, No . 2-}lis~es .-\lJ tilo n, ,\I Ille . Louise Tissot , Ne w Y ork; 
Prof. Theod ore (,\uest. Prov idence, 1::. l. ; ' I rs . i'rl. U . Evans, Miss Evans, 
Mrs. L. L. Dela tield, :\1 i5S ]~ lItil y Delafie ld. N ew Yol'I,; Mi ss A . L . Griffith , 
San F ra nciseo ; 111 1' . :'\ficol a nd fa lllil y, :\Liss Eli zabeth Sertqn, ;>i' ew Y ork. 
Su nset CottarJe- Mrs. H. J. Bidd le. the Misses Bidd le, Philadelphia . 
Salisbu1',1/ O()ttage-~[I ·s . :\IoIH;u re Hohinsou a nd fam il y, Paoli , Pa. 
S tanton CoUayl'- The ~li s~es laRig i, Bos t-on. 
Shingle Outtage- E . H oll ins ~lo \'se an d fa mil y , Admira l Steadman , Bos-
ton . 
Samuel CoUage- M\'. a nd .:'1[rs. Ed wa rd Sam uel, the ?Iisses Evans, Phil-
adelphin. 
The Cl'aigs- iHrs. J . S . Amory a nd fa.mil y, Boston. 
T he Eyrie- D r. Hobert Amory a nd fa mil y , Bar Ha rbol'. 
WasyCttt Ootla[!e- Go rdo n Prill c~ a nd fa mi ly. Bosto n . 
Z ena B1'ewe1' Oottaye- W. E . Cla rk allLI fa mil y , Philadelphia. 
Ogden ' s Point and Vicin i ty. 
Alcle1'sea- i\II' . a nd 1\'[rs. Ed w31'd Coles a nd fa mily , Philadelphia . 
B eaGhcroft-M.r. and Mrs. C. Mo r to n S mith , Philadelphia . 
Glenyo1'Clon-Gnrrliner 8herma n, David 13. Ogden a nd fa mil y , N ew Yor k. 
Oyden Cottaye-Mr. and Mrs. J . Ar thu r Bee be a nd fa mily, Bostou. 
OI4fa1·1n- Chas. H . DOlT a nd fa mil y, Boston . 
ScHII's Ol~trs-Miss E llis, Bostou. 
Roderick Street. 
• 
L ynam Oottaye- Dr. H. La wrence She ldon a ud f a mily. 'Vash iug toIl, D . 
C. 
P a1'ke1' Wood Oott age-1Iirs. E . S . Bea l, Miss Bea l, Miss W inn, Goug h 
Thompson, Harry Thompson, Baltimore , Md . 
School Street. 
Ch1'isty Oottage-~Ir. and Mrs. Chas. D e unison and family, New York . 
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Schooner Head. 
Francis Cottage- e has. Francis and family, Bar Harbor; Henry Sayles, 
Boston. 
Hale Cottage-Geo. S. Hale and family, Boston. 
Homans CoUage-Mrs. Dr. Homans and family, Geo. H. Romans, Bos-
ton. 
Bridgham Cottage- Judge Bridgham and fami! v, Salem, Mass . 
The Field 
Field Cottage-Geo. A. Robbins and family , New York. 
George Higgins Cottage-Mr. a nd Mrs. Alfred de Castro and family, New 
York. 
Minot Cottage-The ~Iisses Minot, Boston. 
Ocean Cottage- Mrs. S. D. Bush and family, Boston. 
Robm·ts Cottage-Alexander Brown and family, Baltimore. 
Stephen Higgins Cottage-Mrs. S. '1'. Van Buren and family, Fishkill-on-
Hudson, N. Y. 
Yellow House-JYIrs. T. C. A. Linzee, the Misses Linzee, Boston. 
wayman Lane. 
(Crow's Nest-R. ''V. Emmons a nd family, Leamington, E ng land. 
L edge Hollow-Mrs. Rodman Rotch and family, Boston. 
R edwood-C. J. Morrill and the NIisses Morrill , Boston. 
The L edge-Lucien Carr and family, Boston; 1I1rs. Wayman Crow, St . 
JI .. ouis. 
The Bl·ial·s-J. M. Sears and fami ly, Boston. 
Thayel' Cottage-J. B. Thayer and family, Cambridge, Mass . 
West Street. 
B cty'View- Calvin F rost and family, Peekskill, N. Y . 
Casa Fal' Niente-Frederick Rhinlander allCl family, New York . 
Fostel' Cottage, No . I-Capt. a nd Mrs. Geo . M. ~Wheeler, Washington, 
D. C. 
Foster Cottage, No . 2-Mrs. J ames J. Bowden, New York; Mr. and 
Mrs. W. Herbert Washington, Mi s Washington, Philadelphia. 
N01Tis Cottage-W. Newto n Col lins, Mrs. Alfred Colville, New York. 
Phelps Cottage-Prof. Austin Phelps and wife, Andover, Mass . 
Saltail'-Alexallder Brown and family, BaltimOl·e. 
The Tide-Francis E . P eabody al1Ci f~J])ily, Boston. 
The B ltoy-vVm. B. Rice and fam ily, New York . 
Indian Point. 
G'reen lSlancl-Mr. a nd Mrs . John H. Ellis. Bartow-on-Sound, N . Y . 
( 1'. O. address, Indian Point, Me.) 
Hancock Point. 
Bmgg Cottage-Isaac M. Bra.gg and fam ily. 
B al'stow ~ttage-Mrs . Barstow and family . 
Ct'osby Lorlge-Judge L. A. Emery and fam ily, E llsworth; Mrs. Crosby 
Hammatt and family, Miss Crosby, Miss Sarah D. Crosby, Topeka; Miss 
M. V . Abbott, Wellesley College. 
Bazlemere-Rev. Dr. Hazlewood and fam ily, Lynn, Mass . 
Summit R ock-J. S. TUcker and family. 
Swan Cottage-Eugene Swan and family, Minneapolis, Minn. 
The Willows-Dr. Alfred Walton and fam ily, Bangor. 
The Bamacle-I. S. Johnson and family, Boston . 
,West Cottage-Joseph West a.nd family, Franklin . 
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Northeast Harbor. 
Astieou-Mr. and Mrs. J. H . Curtis, Miss Cur tis, Miss Lewandowska, 
Miss Upham, Boston. 
B m·naele- G. W. Green and family, New York. 
B ishopgate-Mrs. G. R. Lewi s, Miss Lewis, New Y ork; George }I\ clson, 
Geneva, N. Y . 
Davenpol·t Cottage- Lieut . Richard Davenpor t and famil y, W ashington, 
D. C. 
Indian Head Cottage- A . L. Manchester and family . 
Magnum Domtm-Blshop D oane and f amily , Albany , N . Y . 
H eBl'ide Cottage-Henry R. Dalton and famil y , Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Kim-
ball , Boston. 
R oekend Cottage, No . I-E verett Wheeler and family, New Y ork. 
R ockend Cottage, No . 2-Lonis McLane and f amily , Baltimore, Md. 
Sunshine Cottage- A . C. Wheelwright and family, Boston. 
St01'y Cottage-Moorfield Story and family, Mrs . Cutts, Miss Cutts . 
S tonyacl'es-Erastus Corning and fa mil y, Alba ny , N . Y . 
The Alders- S . D. Sa rgent and family, Dr. and Mrs. Geo. G. Haywood, 
Boston. 
Ye Haven-James T. Gardiner and family, Albany, N . Y . 
Seal Harbor. 
The Ancho1"age- Mrs. Redfield and fam il y . 
Meenahga L edge- Mr. and Mrs. L . R . Boggs, Samuel F . Barr, Harris-
burg, Pa. 
Somesville. 
HanWl' Cottage- Mrs. F . A. Sorge and fam ily , New York . 
L eavitt Cot tage.-Horace Leavitt and fam ily. Chicago. 
Southwest Harbor. 
A ldel'bank-James F . Kimball and wife , ] f edway; Miss Ada L. May-
berry , Miss Dud ley, Miss Stap les, J ohn S. Kimball , Samuel S. Kimball, 
Mrs. L. C. Kimball, Miss J{imball , Miss Lulu C. Kimball , Mrs . Lincoln, 
Col. Kimball, Bangor . 
Fm'nham Cottage- The Hon. Moses Giddings, f amily and friends. 
Dickey Cottage- W I1l. Dickey and fa mil y, Bangor . 
Edgecl~tre-Prof. ~lnd Mrs. S. M. DOWLlS, Andover, Mass . 
Gilley Cottage- Mrs. E. A. Drummond and family, Chicago. 
Hillside Cottage- Dr . Alex Fulton and Mrs. Fulton, E llsworth. 
HanWI' Cottage- R ev . C. H . Dole ancl famil y, J amaica P lains, Mass . 
Homesteael Cottage- A . ~W. Bee and family , Boston. 
Winter Harbor. 
B oul'gett Cottage-Taylor Mi lls, J. Montgoll1ery Mill s, Bosto n. 
Homel'ocle Cottage-Thos. F. Baker , E . A . Baker , Dr. A. J. Baker , Bos-
ton . 
Pendleton Cottage- Ed w. J . Hammond nnd fam ily, Boston. 
T he R ocks-D. B. Flint and family. Boston ; Miss L. C. Clark, Roxbury. 
Sel'ene Cottage-Mrs. Dr. F rench, Mrs. Patterson , Mrs. Marion, Mr. 
McCallahan, Philadelphia. 
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C OTTAGES ERECTED THE PAST WINTER. 
'fhe following is It li st of the cottages built sinc'e the close of the season 
of 1887, and which will be occupied the 'coming season, kindly se ht us 
by ~fr . J oseph Woo:1 of the H e1"alcl: 
Mald en H i ll. 
Cottage of Hev. Wm. Lawrence, Cambridge, Mass. 
I 
P r o s pect A ven u e . 
-Cottage of Mrs. King, New Yo rk. 
K e bo Street. 
Cottage of .DeGrasse Fox, P hil Hdelphia ; two cottages of Clerm ont Liv-
i ngto n, New Yo rk; cottage of Col. E. W. Bass, West Point, N. Y . 
Eagl e L a ke Road . 
Cottage of Mrs. ~L D. Sanders, P hiladelphia; cottage of Mrs. H. C. 
Wilkins, Ph il adelph ia . 
Highbrook Road. 
Cottage of Capt. Geo. M. Wheeler, Washington, D. C. ; cottHge of Mr. 
G. D. Addi on, Washingtoll, D. C. ; cottage uf De Grasse Fox, Ph iladel-
phia, P a . 
Hull's Cov e. 
I!Cottage of Mr. M. Yul ce, New York ; cottage of Mrs. Mary J. Van 
Doren, New York ; cottage of' ,Toh n B. ])I orris, (' hi ca,go, TIL ; cottage of J . 
P ier pont Edw'll'ds, ( Eastcote) Ne w York, N. Y . 
The Bar Harbor Record 
Contains a ll the news of Mt. Desert I sland and vicinity, and is the 
LARGEST AND "DI0ST LIBE RALLY PATRONIZED 
paper i n this section. 90 PER C R:~T . of a ll the non-resident cottagers 
are yearl y subscribcrs. It is just the paper in which to advertise snmm er 
resorts , etc. Term s, $2.00 per year. Sample copies sent f ree. Advertis-
ing rates f nrnished upon application . P ublished by the 
BAR HARBOR PRESS COMPANY, 
.office, Mount Desert Block, B ar Harbor, Maine . 
MOUNT DESERT ISLAND. 71 
HOTEL DIRECTORY, 
Bar Harbor. 
Capacity. 
Rodick, D. Rodick &; SOllS .... . . .... ...... . ...... . . .. ....... 600 
West End, O. N . Shaw &; Son .... . ......... ..... . . ........ .. 320 
Rockaway, T . L. Roberts . . . .... . . .......................... 100 
Newport, W. M. Roberts .. ..... . . . . .. .. . . .. ... .. .. ........ 100 
Marlborough, Charles Biggins . . . . . . ... . . ........ .... .. . . . .. 100 
Louisburg, W. E. Richardso n . ... ... . . .. .. .... ...... ... .... . 100 
Ocean, Samuel Higgins ..... .. . . ... . ..... ............. .. ... 40 
Grand Central , H. Hamor &; SOllS . .. ... .. . ....... ........... 350 
Hotel Des ls les, A . 1. Saunders..... . . . . . . ... .. . . .. ..... . .. . . 75 
Lynam Cottages, .J. S . . Lynam .... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100 
Belm ont, J. ·C. Manchester. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 75 
Lookout, S. S. Sali sbury. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
St. Sauveur, All<'y Brothers ............................... . 175 
Malver ll , De Grasse Fox ... .. ..... . . ..... ... ........ . ...... . 
Hamilton, Frank S. Gould. . . . .... .. .... . . ... . .... . . .... .... 40 
Exchange, W. C. B iggins ........ . ... ...... . ... ... . ..... ... 40 
Birch Tree, J. A. Rodick ." ...... . .. ...... . ........... " . " . . 50 
Wayside, Mrs. B. G. Higgins.. . .......................... . 35 
Green Mountain. 
SumL1lit House .. ....... . ..... .... . .. . .... . ... G. M. Rail,,"a}, Co. 
Eag le Lake. 
Des I sle ..... ... . ......... . .. . . . . .. . ... . . . .. . " Bre,,"er & Hoberts. 
Somesvi lle. 
Central House ........... ... . .......... .. . .. . ... . '''111. Fennelly. 
Babson House .... . .... .. ... . . . .. .... .. . ...... .. .. E. E : Babson . 
Mount Desert House .. . . . .. . . ..... . . .. ........ . . . N . H. Biggin·s . 
Sorues House . . ........ ..... . . ..... .. .... ..... . .. Geo. A. Somes . 
Atherton Bouse .. . .... ............ .. . ...... ... .. B. '1' . Atherton. 
Northeast Harbor. 
Savage Cottages . .. . . . . "" .. ... . .... ... . .. . .... ..... A. C. Savage. 
Roberts House . .. ..... ... .. " .. ... . . .. .. ... ...... H. D. Roberts . 
Kimball House . ....... .. .. . . .. ......... ........ .. L. E. Kimball. 
Claremont House .. . ..... " .. . ... . ...... .......... C. A. Kimball. 
Rockland House . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. " ... .. .. .... . ..... H. L . Savage. 
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Long Pond. 
Seaside House ..... . .......... ... .. .... .. James Clement & Sons. 
Harbol' House ... ........... .... ........ . ..... Chas . H. Clement. 
Glen Cove House . .. ... .. . . . . ............... . Campbell & Lynam . 
~outhwest Harbor. 
I sland House . ..... . ........... . ..... . ............. H . H . Clark. 
Freeman HOuBe .................................. J. E . Freeman . 
Oeea11 House ..... .. . . .. . ......... .. ......... . ......... A. Allen. 
Seawall House . .. . ............................... D. S. Mooney. 
Stanley House . . . " ........ . ..................... Sands Stanley. 
Claremont House .................. . .......... . ..... Jesse Pease. 
Ocean Cottage . .. . ..... . .... : ...... .. .... . ........... N. Teague. 
Hotel Dirigo .................. . ..... . .......... . .. C. M. Holden. 
Pemetie House ... .. .... .. .. . ..... . ..... . ........... H. H. Clark . 
Harbor House .. . . . ...... . .. . . . . ... . . ... .. .... .. .. A. H . Haynes. 
Tremont. 
Tremont House . . ................................. Benj. Benson. 
West Side Hotel ....... .. ............................ F. P. Pray. 
EST ABLISHED~ 1881. 
Keunt Desert Herald, 
BAR HARBOR, MAINE. 
JOSEPH WOOD, Editor and Manager. 
A Seaside Joul'llal and Loeal Newspaper Devoted to th e best interests of 
NEW ENGLAND'S ~WS1' FAMOUS W ATEIUNG PLACE, HANCOCK 
COUNTY AND E ASI'ERN MAINE. 
Everything obtainable r elative to the History , present condition and 
future prospects of the Beautiful I sla nd where it is pnblished will find 
place in the HEIULD. The HERAT~D p rin ts complete weekly lists of the 
arrivals at the variolls Mt. Desert hotels, a carefully prepared cottage list, 
and a very complete record of all the yach ts arriv ing' at Bar Harbor. 
Terms: $1.50 pel' year, if paid str ictly ill advance : if not so paid, 
$2.00. For six months, $1.00 in advance. Single copies, F ive Cents . Ad-
vertising at Favorable R ates. 
Published Every F riday Morning by the 
MOUNT DESERT PUBLISHING COMPANY. 
iY<IfrHE proprietors of the Hotel Ven-
i':A..~ dome present th eir compliments 
to th e travelling public, and illyite 
their attention to onc of the hu'gest 
a.nd lin est hotel strllctures in the 
country . Its elegance, spaciousness, 
sanitar y ex ceJI encc, ~u1(l unequ nllc(l 
lOI ~ation make it most cle ~irable for 
transient vi sitors aud tourists . It is 
also peculiarly a.ttractive flS a 1'eS1-
(lence for Indies a nd fa miJies. 
The Hote l is s ituated iu the Back 
Bay District" one of the grandest ar-
chitectural sections to be found in 
any country , and SUITo unded ur note-
worthy public builclings,-the Art 
l\fuscnm, Public Library, TrinitYl 
New Old South, Fi r st Baptist and 
other prominent Chlu'ches ; and 
schools, both public and private . 
Com rno llwealth Avenue (extending 
from the Public Garden to the new 
P ark ) I upon which the Vcnc10me bas 
its mnin front, is acknowledged to be 
the finest 1)oulevarcl in America. It 
is two hUllllreci and forty feet wiel e , 
anel through its centre is an improved 
Park, one hu ndred j'eet wide, ]incll 
" rith trees and s lU'nbs, wh Ue faCing it 
are the most costly "nil beautifu l 
r esidences in the city. . 
iYJlrHE Profile House , White Moun-
u.~ taiI]~, is w e ll known as one of the · 
g ran ' lest lind most beautifully loca-
ted of the leali ing- Summ e r R esorts. 
It is s i tuHted in the Fra nconia Notcfi, _ 
on un open p latea u nearly two thou-
sand feet a bove the sea, between two 
charming lakes, and amid more gems 
of scenery and l)oints of inte r est to 
the guest and tou ri st than can be 
fo und in a ny other section of New 
Hampshire_ 
The Old ~.Iall of the 1\[ormta in, . 
Profile or Great Stone Face, is near 
th e hotel, ancl is lln c!ouute(Uy the 
m ost l'c rnul'kable r ock fo rmation in 
th is cou ntr y, if not i n the w orld. 
Excursions, 0 11 foot or by cnrriage, 
maybe made to Bnld 1\loullwin,Ech o 
and ProfIle Lakes , Old lIl a n of the 
l\Jo un t3iu, thro ugh the Francon ia 
Noteh, to the Flume (which is tbe ob-
j ect of n p ilg r image to O\' 0 1"Y White 
IHou 11ta iu tou ri st), the .lt~hnne Rouse, 
Pool, Ua sin , :111r1 sever al minor points 
of inter est; also by rail to Bethle-
he m , l\l ap lowood, J efferson , Faby-
an' s, Summi t of Mt. "\'asbiJlgton , or 
thl'ough the ' YhHe 1\J ou nta in Notch ... 
to North COllwny, and r eturn the -
sam e day. 
THE MOUNT I~L~EO H OUSE, M O OSEH EAD LAIrn, MAINE, 
St>lJlcls on th e Point, just 
so uth of !lit Kineo, ha lf-
wa y up M oosehend Luke, 
n hotcl site for morc thnn 
forty years, in th e vct , 
centl'e of the hcautif ul allt] 
pict,ul'CSClllC sccnery of 
this r egi on. f!'hc Dini ng', 
Roo m is 1l0xIH feet, ' ca t-
ing' CO I11 '1'ol tn!J ly 400 pco-
pie, 'l' he house is snpplied 
w ith the best of moLiorll 
appliances for securing 
safety, hea lth a nd comfort 
to its g uests . Steam, 
Un s, Electric flell s, Butli -
Hoorn s, ~-" it'e Escapes :In c! 
the !Jest of sanita!'y ar-
l'ange ments arc pI'oddCtl. 
The Slecpi ng R oom" a 1'(' 
large, Ii "'bt, a ll nowl y f'ut'-
ni shed, pro vi ded wi t l! the 
ucst o1~ mattl'CSt:lCS nlld 
spl'ings, atlll l'cacilcil by 
broad stail'wa ys 0 1' sten m 
elevator. Ever ,)' room 
(;01111'l1an l15 an extended 
\' iew o fl lake nnd rn o ll l1 taill sl'<:ncl'y. l~ o wli ll,;.:; All ey , lHlliard H a ll, T cJC'g" I':I ph :11)( \ Post OJlj ('c ill the H Oll!:;C. i\J us i ( ~ OYC)',)" evening dm'ing th e scason. Boats, 
Birch C~1I10CS , In:-hing T :H:kl c, and Sll]lVli c$ oj' C \ 'Cn ' kilH.1 Il cc41c(1 ill the woods , :11 -'0 Guide' mil )' be olJtflincll at Jiinco , '1'hc ne w nntl c legallt steamer 
" l\'in co ," bclong ing to the H Ott sc, w ill ('OllVC,\' parwcs to all points on the i:l kc. Jt's useless to till pngc afte r P:lg'c dcscJilJing ev r y pm't of t he [Jote l. Partics 
vis iting thi s A ll il'ont.lack s of i\f ai nc , tiro s ure to find ever y eomfol't lind con \'e ni o l1 cc that ca n be [OlllHl in a n~' first-cla ss hotel. Those sufrering with 11ft )' 
fever arc sure to fiuel immediatc rc lie f. F or DescrilJtiv e Circulars , 01' i'Ul'til el' informa tion, a.ddrc ss, 
O. A. DENNEN , Manager , Mount Kin eo House , Moosehead Lake, Maine_ 
OPPOSITE THE EASTERN SLOPE OF 
MOUNT DESERT. 
L a rnoine is pronollllced by tOllris ts and arti sts to bc tile most de lig h tful 
spot Oll t,he entirc coast line o f J1ain e, a nd for the beaut.v of its e1rives, its 
favorable location Hncl grandcul' of hind a nd IIlarin e scenery is unsur-
passed. The climate is 1Il0st salubrious. The fresh and invigorating 
bl'eezes frOIll sea alld shore are hea lth givillg, and pulmonary' e1i se'lses are 
unknown ill tlli s locality . 
Hotel Gault, Hotel Des Isles, The Pavilion and Cottages 
will be open to guests for t b e season of 1888, 
on tbe 15th day of JUlie. 
THE FAC ILITIES FOR REACH[NG LAMOINE 
From Boston nre of the very bes t, and rapidit.y of tran sportation is as-
sured. The accolll.ll odations furlli shed p'l.sse llgcrs by the Maille Ceut raL 
R ailroad a re firs t-c lass in ever\' res pect . Day trains of the Maine CentraL 
Railroacl leave Boston at 9.00 A. ~J, arriving <I t Mount Deser t Ferry a t 
S.on P. M. In mldition to whi eh the celebrated t rain Iw own as th e 
" Boston and j)1oulJ t Desert Limited E~press," llIadc up of eleg'an t new 
Pullman vestibule ca rs, with elilJillg 1'00111 ca l' attached , rUlJlling through 
from l3oston to !\fou nt Desert Perry without cha ll l1;e, l eave~ Bosto n daily 
(Sundays excepted) at 9.15 ,1. M., arriving at llioulJt Desert F e rry Itt 5.00 
P. M. The lIig'ht train with Pullma n s leeping a lld d rawing' 1'00111 coa ch es, 
~ ea ves Boston d:lil y at 7.00 P. M. , arriving at ~1ount Desert F erry nt 8.00 
A. ]\1., th e following' morning. Pa~,e ngers 1'01' Lallloine can IC<l ve the 
cars at Frankl in Station 011 the ~1oull t Desert tlran!:h , which is less tha n 
two mile' Lli tant. f rolll the tO WJl o r La moine, whil e a. Ta.lly-llo ride of 
,about fiv e mil es over a Ll ew a lld leve l shore rO'lcl, affol'd iil!!,' 1Il 0st cha rming 
and diversified Ill oun tain a nd Illarine scene ry , taking the v isito r d irect to 
the company's wha rves, the Pavilion and h ote ls fit East Lamoine, which 
-en n also be r eached f ro III .\roun t Deser t Fen y . B;, r II arbor and other 
places on FrenchnH1I1' s Bay by steamboats p lyi ll !!,' betwee Ll the va rious 
settlemeLlts on the Bay; a nd the visito r will find t his a de lig htfu l a nd in-
teresting t rip am idst some of the most magnitieent scenery to be fo und on 
the coast. 
Further information can be h ad a t the office of the 
LAMOINE AND MOUNT DESERT LAND COMPANY, 
GLOBE BUILDING, BOSTON, MASS ., 
'Ybere numerous photogrnphic views of the to\\'n a nd surrounding scenery 
may be seen, and a n exceeding-I )' interestiLlg illustrated history of the 
township of L amoine may be obtained . 
As 
, 
OCEAN ' POINT, 
SUITIIi-. er Resort. 
OCEAN POI);T, situated 
' in the town of Bootbbny, 
is one of t he fill est WlJlmel' 
resor ts in tbe State, It is 
a nan o\\' tong ue of land, 
runnillg fllr into the sen, 
nnd in tbe hottest wea ther 
~ tBlIffitsl ~ _ inland , it is always de-
, ~p;;; .... Boothbav Harbor is on 
r--~8 ~ Jiciously cool here. 
ir.i=r:='",,-r ~Ili4:!'>'C:!.::J~Eill the west, ::;quirrel I sland, 
U ~ !fff+-'{,f~A88 f' Dama risrove, and other , ~ :::1."" ,11 -r'-T,; +",.~> (' outlying Jsland~ Oil .the ~ c .J"'-'.....o....-.~~+ ~ south; P emaqUld POlllt, " - , ,,-,- '.,---~, V :Monhega n and the open 
" sea on the east, while at 
north it is j oined to the 
mainland, On the westerly side is a wharf and Il otel; a good wagon r oad 
extends around the Point, and between thil'ty and forty cottages, owned 
by parties in Augusta, Portland, Boston, I:lp ringfield, &c" a re occupied 
each summer, There is a narrow beach, affording bathing facili ties ; the 
sea fishing among the outlying is lands, is unsurpassed, a nd the surf a nd 
other sea views are magnificent. 
During the seasoll, steamers from Bath make trips twice daily to this and 
other islands in the vicinity, while grocers from Boothbay visit the Point 
every morning and deliver their orders at the cottage doors the same even-
ing, While possessing all tbe advantages of an island in the wily of cool 
and invigol'ating sea-breezes, a summer house here ha s an adva ntage which 
one upon an island cannot have-that of being ronn ected wi th the main-
land by good ca rriage roads, without danger of isolation by wind s or 
storms. 
Ocean Point lias been carefull y s urveyed and lotted out, i1n'd building 
lots of good size a re fo r sale at p rices rang ing' f rom $.100 to $.300. The cut 
a t the head of this page iB a lo t pIau of Ocean Poiut. The h otcl and wharf 
i1re seen at the left, and the lots are mnyked LO show such as a l'e occupied, 
For particula rs, enquire of the proprietor, 
L. J. CROOKER, M. D" Au{Susta, Me, 
p <> P II .A. l\IJ: B :E .A. C lE:i{. , 
MOUTH OF THE KENNEBEC RIVER, MAINE, 
OCEAN VIEW HOUSES----and----EUREKA HOUSE. 
Fines t Scenery on the :\Tew Engla.ne! ('oast, A three Iltil e be~lch for walk-
ing :,nd riding-finest and harde~t on the 60a~t, Best of Surf Bathing, 
Sailing a nd Rowi ng, Good Beach Shooting, Tr:lnsient rates at Hotels, 
$2 to $3 per day; board by the week. $8 to $20; hotel. firs t-class in every 
respect; fa milies accommodated at 10 \\' 2 1' rates , Address a ll comnJUl1ica-
t ions to A , B, PERKINS, ~fanager, Pophalll Reach , Maine, 
1', O. VIC KERY, Proprieto?'. 
Send for Illustrated History oj' Popham Beach, Address the p l'oprietor 
as above. (See cut on opposite page.) 
\ 
OCEAN VIEW HOUSE AND "ANNEX," POPHAM BE ACll, ~IAlNE. (See opposite page.) 
:t:IEW BRUNSWICK RAIL \N A YJ 
ALL RAIL LINE BETWEEN THE 
Maritime Provinces and the United States, 
Forming with its connections a d irect r ou te to a ll par ts of 
Nor th ern Maine, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Cape 
Breton, and P r i nce Edwan l Isla n d . 
The celebrated Hunting and Fishing Grounds of the Maritime 
Provinces are reached via this line . 
THE DELIGHTFUL SUMMER RESORTS 
-OF-
St. Andrews, St. Stephen, (Calais) , 
Houlton , Woodstock, Fort Fairfield, 
Caribou, Presque Isle, Grand Falls, Edmunc1ston, Fredericton, 
and St. John, are directly on the line of this railway. 
Points in Cape Breton, Prince Edward Island, the celebrated An-
napolis Valley, Halifax, and other points in Nova Scotia 
are reached directly via this route . 
~ All trains to and from St. John cross the ~t. John river by 
the Cantilever Bridge, and arrive at and depart from the Passenger 
Station of the Intercolonial Railway. 
Quick TimB, NBW Cars, Snre Connections, No Transfers, 
Pullman Sleeping Cars on night trains, and Parlor Cars on day 
trains, run through between St. John and Bangor. 
EXCURSION TICKETS for the tourist season, to all important 
points East will be on sale at Principal Ticket Offices throughout 
the country. SECURE TICKETS and have your baggage checked 
through via the New Brunswick Railwav. 
F. W. CRAM, General Manager. 
J. F . LEAVITT, General l'assenger ana. Ticket Agent. 
BANGOR, 
MAINE. 
The on ly fi1'st-class honse iu Maine, forming' all e utirc square itself, givi.ng every room 
a front aJlrl p leasilnt view. A hll'ge number of th e room s are counected, hlloge and airy, 
w ell furni s hed and well velltilntccl. Brick pnrtitions IJetwecu n ear ly every 1'00111, mak-
ing it neal"ly firo-proof. 170 roo ms, :111 ea sy of access. Carriages a t aU trains and boats . 
M . J. ROACH , M a n ager. F . O. BEA L , P ro p r i eto r . 
No person should visit Bal' Harbot· without ascending Green Mountain 
by war oJ E,tgl e Lake and the GI'een n'lountain Railway. The trip to 
Eagle Lake, three miles, is made in four-horse bn rges, which call for pas-
se ngers at the prin cipal hote ls every week day morning during the season . 
The trip across Eagle Lake to the foot of the mountain , is by steamer. 
The jonrney up the mountain find the nmg nificent outlook from the snm-
mit, have been fu lly described in the preceding pages . 
A GOOD HOTEL IS AT THE SUMMIT, 
where persons desiring it can find pleasant accommoda.tions for a longer 
or shorte r stay. Ronnel trip tickets can be had of the company's agent, 011 
Main Street, Ba r Ha.rbor. 
F. I-I. CLERGUE, President. 
The 
( ESTABLISHED 1833 .) 
An Agricultural and Family Newspaper. 
TERMS, $2.00 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE. 
THE BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN MAINE. 
Published by BADGER & MANLEY, 
AUGUSTA, MAINE. 
5f]~ po.rtlal)d, fl1t. D~5ert, al)d fl1aef]ias £teamboat ~ofT\pal)y 
The Pioneer Line to fT\ t 
• 
D ese r t Is now Operated by the 
m<!IiPl€ @€PltrC!f ftC!ifr0<!S @0ID f'<!Pl~. 
ClTr:2.~WiTI~~¥9ND I SEMI-~(fR~y TRIPS 
PORTLAND, BAR HARBOR, AND MACHIASPORT, 
Every Tuesday and Friday, 
Leaving Portland at. II P.M., or on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 P.M. 
• ~Ae:: ft0{i1te:: is only three and one-half hours by rail from Boston to Portland ; thence along 
"f' the shore and among the islands on the coast, avoiding the long rough passage so often incident 
to outside lines. The first landing after leaving Portland is Rockland; thence across the Bay 
to ancient Castine, which is one of the oldest watering places on this continent, and well may be said 
of it, in contradistinction to its more modern rival, Bar Harbor, that, while Bar Harbor is so new every-
body knows all about it, Castine is so very old that many have forgotten it. Those who have not had 
the pleasure of a visit to this quaint old resting retreat, with its old-fashioned houses; its wealth of 
ancient shade-trees, and above all its cool invigorating sea-breezes, and its magnificent view of sea, bays, 
and islands, have much in store for them. In the early settlement of our country, this place seems to 
have had special attractions for people from all parts of the world, for, in the first two hundred years of 
its history, five different nationalities held it in possession, and scattered over the small peninsula on 
which it stands are found the ruins of thirty-three fortifications erected for its defence. From Castine 
the course lies through Eggemoggin Reach, touching at Deer Isle and Sedgwick. After leaving 
Sedgwick, Blue Hill Bay is crossed and Mt. Desert approached, the first landing being South-
west Harbor. Immediately on leaving Southwest Harbor, the remarkable inlet called Somes' 
Sound opens, and, after landing at,Northeast Harbor, the entrance to Frenchmen's Bay is 
reached and Bar Harbor bursts upon the view. From Bar Harbor an easterly course is taken across 
the bay, and the steamer ' continues on to Millbridge, Jonesport, and Machiasport. 
Returning, the City of Richmond leaves Machiasport at 6 A.M., and Bar Harbor at 
11.30 A.M .• every Monday and Thursday. 
Through Ticket~ can be obtained at principal ticket-offices throughout the country . 
. Application may be made to Samuel Gray, 306 Washington Street, Boston, for State Rooms, . 
or to the General Passenger Agen t, at Portland. 
F. E. BOOTHBY, 
General Passenger Agent. 
PAYSON TUCKER, 
General Manager. 

